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S UMMA RY 

The present report summarizes the work earried out by Ødegaard & 

Danneskiold-Samsøe ApS in connection with the evaluation of the 

impact of underwater noise on marine mammals due to shipping 

activities in the Arctic. The work was initiated in 1980 in con

nection with the ItArctic Pilot Project" (APP) whieh was a plan to 

transport liquefied natural gas (LNG) in large icebreaking tank

ers year round through Arctic waters. The APP later was aban

doned. However, oil and gas exploration still goe6 on in the 

Arctic and may result in future projeets to ship oi1 and gas from 

the Arctic. 

The report describes the assessment of underwater noise source 

strength of ieebreaking ships and the arnbient noise and transmis

sion loss in Arctic waters. Based on these parameters, a noise 

exposure computer model has heen developed. The aetual irnpact on 

the marine mammals eaused by the underwater noise exposure is not 

within the seope of this report. 

The underwater noise souree strength for icebreaking ships is 

evaluated by comparing fie1d rneasurements with existing predic

tion models. The results af the measurements perforrned by Øde

gaard & Danneskiold-Samsøe ApS on the icebreakers "Voima" and 

It John A. MacDonald 'I and on the container ship II Jutlandia Il are 

summarized and compared with two predietion models for propeller 

cavitation noise. This eornparison shows that it is possible to 

predict the underwater noise souree strength wi th a reasonable 

accuracy. However, at 10w frequencies a modification is suggested 

in arder to compensate for the high source levels experienced for 

icebreaking ships in this frequency range. 

The factors affeeting the sound transmission 10ss in Arctic wa

ters are described in general and the commonly used predietion 

models presented. However, it is diffieult to predict the sound 

transmission 10ss with a satisfactory accuracy due to the complex 

nature af sound propagation. Ii detailed results are required for 

a certain area and for certain conditions, measurements will be 
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necessary. The resul ts obtained from measurements performed by 

Ødegaard & Danneskiold-Samsøe ApS at Baffin Bay and Lancaster 

Sound are presented and compared with predicted losses using a 

computer model. 

The sound transmission loss to be used as input for the underwa

ter noise exposure programme preferably should he data val ues 

derived ei ther from measurements or from separate calculations 

using a detailed prediction model. However, to use the exposure 

programme when no such detailed transmission 10ss data are 

available, a simple transmission loss pr"ediction model is pre

sented and included in the exposure programme. 

The special aspects af the ambient underwater noise in Arctic 

areas are commented in general. The results af measurements ear

ried out by Ødegaard & Danneskiold-Samsøe ApS are presented and 

eornpared with other investigations. It is noted that the noise 

level is strongly influenced by the presence of the iee and very 

dependent on the weather and temperature conditians. 

Based on the measured data, suggestions are given for a set of 

spectra af typical average ambient noise in a summer and a winter 

condi tion. The magni tude of the selected average ambient noise 

levels is lower during winter than during summer conditions. 

When the source strength, transmission loss and ambient noise are 

combined, the noise exposure at a certain receiver can be evalu

ated. The noise exposure model described in this report is based 

on a criteria defined as exposure occurs when the time averaged 

ship noise level is higher than the average ambient noise. In 

order to evaluate the impact due to a certain shipping activity, 

i t is important to know the area and period of time where the 

noise exposure accurs. 
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The present underwater noise exposure model has been developed 

with the aim of presenting visualized and easy interpretative re

sults which illustrate the extent and duration of noise exposure 

due to shipping. The input for the computer programme is a ship 

route with sailing conditions, various source strengths along the 

route, the sound transmission los s in the area, and the ambient 

noise level. The output from the programme is an exposure map 

which fits together with a sea chart showing contour lines of the 

time averaged noise level above ambient noise and a "waterfall ll 

display illustrating the variation with time of the received or 

detected noise spectra at an observation point. 

Five examples have been calculated in order to illustrate the use 

af the underwater noise expasure programme . The ships used for 

the examples are the icebreaker "John A. MacDanaId", the planned 

LNG-carrier from the APP project and a small ship at the size of 

a fishing trawler or seisrnic ship. The routes appl ied are ane 

route through central Baffin Bay and two routes along the west 

coast of Greenland. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

The past decade has seen an increased interest in exploring oil 

and gas resources in the Arctic. Proposals have been put forward 

for the development of produetion fieIds in the Arctic as well as 

transportation systems made up of ships or pipelines to deliver 

hydrocarbons in l arge quanti ties from the Arctic to markets in 

Canada/U.S.A. or Europe. 

One of these projects, the "Arctic Pilot Project" (APP), presen

ted in the late 1970-ies by a Canadian consortium, planned to 

ship liquified natural gas (LNG) in large ice-breaking tankers, 

capable of operating all year round. The LNG-carriers were to 

navigate a route between the loading terminal situated in eastern 

Arctic Canada and unloading terminals located on the Canadian 

east coast or in Europe. On this route the LNG-carriers were to 

pass through the Baffin Bay and Davis Strait, waters which pres

ently are not encountered by regular ship traffic and only rarely 

used for winter navigation. However, in 1983 the project was 

abandoned. 

As part of an assessment of the environmental impact of the APP, 

caused by the suggested shipping in Greenland waters, underwater 

noise from the ships was identified as a possibIe major environ

mental hazard. Great efforts were made to describe the extent of 

the noise impact and several studies were made as described in 

the folIowing. The purpose of this report is to compile the main 

information collected during this work and to present the assess

ment of noise exposure caused by the LNG-carriers. This assess

ment is based on a computer noise exposure model which is pre

sented for the first time in this report. Apart from the 

assessment of the noise from the APP tankers, the model developed 

mayaIso be used in estimating the noise exposure caused by other 

shipping in west Greenland or wherever shipping noise is expected 

to be a problem. 
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1.1 The Effect of Shipping on the Marine Environment 

The advent of the Arctic Pilot Project and similar projects have 

resul ted in the recogni tion of a number of problems connected 

with navigation in Arctic waters. 

Concern has thus been expressed at the possibIe impact the pro

posed increase in ship traf fie may have on the marine environment 

along future shipping routes. In particular attention has been 

drawn to the underwater noise generated by the LNG-carriers which 

will change the acoustic environment of the sea on which the life 

of marine mammals is vitally dependent. 

The proposed ship traffie will generate underwater noise which 

will propagate in the sea and increase the noise level at a dis

tance from the ships. Increased noise levels may affect the ma

rine mamrnals living in the area. The noise may in particular 

interfere with their ability to communicate, navigate and locate 

their food and hence deteriorate their conditions of life. 

1.2 Noise Exposure Criteria for Marine Mammals 

Assessment of the impact of underwater noise must be made in 

accordance with appropriate noise exposure criteria for the vari

ous species of marine mammals. Such criteria, stating permissibie 

noise levels and exposure times, are, however, not available at 

the present but is a topic on which behavioural research efforts 

are focused. The possibIe low frequency masking effeets that ean 

be ascribed to underwater noise radiated by ships are of major 

concern in particular to large marine mammals such as baleen 

whales which are known to use low frequency vocalization for corn

munication. The marine rnammals will also be influenced by the 

masking of the natura l sounds which are used by the mammals for 

orientation and localization of prey, the so-called passive so

nar. 
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The present report will not consider this issue further. The 

scope of the report is solely to cover a noise exposure model 

which will show the potential zones and times influenced by the 

underwater noise and hence the potential for disturbance of ma

rine mamrnals. The extent to which different marine mammal species 

rnight be disturbed will not be considered. 

1.3 Underwater Noise ModeIling 

The basis needed for predicting underwater noise exposure is 

furnished by the passive sonar equation as for instance given by 

Urick /1/. The equation includes the parameters of interest to 

the problem at hand and describes how they interact to yield the 

sound level to be detected above the ambient noise by an omni

directional receiver at a distance from a given source of under

water noise. The choice of omnidirectional receiver characteris

tics rests wi th the fact that very li ttle is known about the 

sound perception of the animaIs in question. 

For the present purpose the passive sonar equation reads: 

( 1 ) 

where 

Ld is the detection level above ambient 

Ls is the source strength level 

TL is the transmission lass and 

La is the ambient noise level 

All quantities are to be measured in dB and are in general func

tions of frequency and time. 

Knowledge and understanding of the parameters appearing on the 

right hand side of equation (1), combined with the knowledge of 

the particulars of ship design and sailing conditions on a spe

cific route, make it possible to predict the noise level to be 

detected above ambient noise and hence estimate the noise expo

sure at a certain geographical location. 
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The source strength Ls of a ship is a frequency dependent rneasure 

of the sound level radiated to the surrounding body of water. The 

source strength of ships is usually calculated from empirical or 

deterministic mathematical models which reflect the noise gener

ation processes involved. Determination of the souree strength of 

a given ship usually requires information about principal dimen

sions, operating and loading conditions. 

The transmission 10ss TL is a frequency dependent measure of the 

attenuation of sound waves with range. The transmission loss 

determines the decrease in sound level that ean be detected at a 

distance from the noise source. The transmission loss which is 

independent of the noise souree, may be calculated from empirical 

or deterministic models whieh inelude the topographical and 

oceanographieal eharacteristics of the region as well as the 

loeation of the souree and the receiver. 

Speetra of the ambient noise level La give a frequency dependent 

measure of the sound levels that occur naturaIly in a partieular 

region of interest. Ambient noise in the sea originates from a 

wide variety of noise sources sueh as biological aetivity, impact 

of the sound from raindrops, breaking of waves, release of air 

bubbles in iee or surfaee water, craeking of iee or distant ship

ping routes. The eomplex nature and possibIe seasonal changes of 

. ambient noise speetra make reliable theoretieal predictions im

possible. Henee assessment of ambient noise ean only be made by 

means of measurements in the regions of interest. 

Table 1.1 below presents a list of the parameters, reference 10-

cations and short definitions given as ratios which are appropri

ate to the passive sonar equation (1). More complete definitions 

of the parameters will be given in the folIowing ehapters whieh 

cover the various parameters in detail. 
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Source level Ls 

Transmission loss TL 

I 
Reference 
location 

1 m tran 
source centre 

I Definition 

10 log _So_UT_C_e_l.n_· _t_ens __ i_ty""""","-_ 
reference intens i ty * 
_S_ign ____ a_l_in_t_eI1S __ i_ty06....-a_t_ l_ m __ 

10 

10 log 
signal intensity at receiver 

Ambient noise level La 

Detection level Ld 

at receiver 
location 

at receiver 
location 

O 
Noise intens i ty 

l log 
reference intens i ty * 
Signal power at receiver 

10 log 
noise power at receiver 

* The reference intensity is the intensity 
of a plane wave of l ).lPa nns pres sure 

Table 1.1. 
The sonar parameters, their definitions and reference 
locations. 

2. NOISE SOURCE LEVELS 

In general ships must be regarded as composite sources of under

water sound. Rotating and reciprocating machinery, necessary for 

the operation of the ships, generate vibrations which, when 

transmi tted through the hull structure into the sea, appear as 

underwater noise. Main engines, auxiliary engines, compressors 

and gears, which are found to be the main sources of machinery 

noise, produce a line-cornponent noise spectrum depending on the 

rate of revolutions of the particular machinery involved. 

Df particular importance is the propeller(s) of a ship which is 

responsibIe for the conversion of the rotative energy developed 

by the main engines, into a thrust force suitable for propulsion. 

When a propeller operates in water, low pressure regions will 

form on the blade surfaces and in the core of the vortices trail

ing the blade tips. It the pressure in these regions falls below 

the vapour pres sure of water, vapour tilled pockets known as ca-
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vitation bubbles will be formed. The cavitation bubbles are not 

stationary relative to the propeller but are convected by the 

water flow across the blade surfaces in to regions where the pres

sure exceeds the vapour pressure which causes the cavi tation 

bubbles to collapse. The random formation and collapse of a large 

nurnber of individual cavitation bubbles constitute a significant 

source of broad band noise which lend itself to analysis by means 

Df statisticaI methods. 

The spectrum shape typical for broad band propeller cavi tation 

noise is characterized by steep increase in noise level wi th 

frequency towards a broad hump, centering around a peak frequency 

determined by propeller loading and rate of revolutions. At fre

quencies above the peak frequency, the noise level starts to de

crease, slowly at first until it rolls off at a constant rate of 

-6 dB per octave. Broad band cavitation noise is often found to 

dominate underwater noise spectra from ships at frequencies above 

100 Hz - 200 Hz. 

The wake flow in the propeller aperture of a ship is usually 

found to vary in space due to presence of the hull upstream of 

the propeller. The blades of a wake operated propeller are thus 

subjected to periodically varying flow conditions which in turn 

will cause periodic variations of the gross volume of cavitation 

bubbles forming on the blades. The cyclic variation of the extent 

of the cavi tating region will produce a line-component noise 

spectrum at integer harmonics of the blade rate frequency. These 

spectral lines are known as blade tonaIs. 

af the three major noise sources just described, noise from cavi

tating propellers is found to dominate the spectra of radiated 

underwater noise under most conditions. The relative importance 

af the three sources described above are, however, dependent on 

the design of a given ship and in particular of the loading con

dition under which the ship operates. This is illustrated in 

Figure 1. 1 which shows the characteristics of the spectrum of 

ship noise at two different loading conditions. 
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FREOUENCY,HZ . FREOUENCV,HZ. 

a. light loading b. heavy loading 

Figure 1.1. 
Schernatic spectra of radiated underwater noise from a 
ship at two different loading conditions. 

Figure 1.la shows a schematic spectrum at a light loading condi

tion which results in littIe propeller cavitation. The low fre

quency end of the spectrum is dominated by spectral lines due to 

the rnachinery, and the blade tonals of the propeller. These lines 

die away with increasing frequency and vanish in the continuous 

spectrum of broad band cavitation noise. 

At high propeller loadings the levelof the broad band noise 

increases and the peak freguency shifts towards lower frequencies 

as shown in Figure l.lb. At the same time some of the line compo

nents increase in both level and frequency, but in general the 

broad band contribution becomes predominant. Underwater noise 

spectra obtained from icebreaking vessels and fast passenger or 

cargo ships which operate at high propeller loadings are thus 

found to be dominated by broad band cavitation noise at freguen

cies typically above 100 Hz. 
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2.1 Prediction Models 

Prediction of the underwater noise spectrum Ld to be deteeted 

above ambient noise at a distance from a particular ship, in

vol ves assessment of the souree strength Ls of the ship, the 

transmission loss TL from the source to the receiver and the 

arnbient noise level La at the receiver loeation. Onee these quan

tities are known suffieiently detailed, the noise exposure may be 

calculated aeeording to equation (1). The present seetion covers 

the prediction of the noise souree strength Ls ' whereas predic

tion of the transmission loss TL and assessment of the ambient 

noise level La are treated in sections 3 and 4, respeetively. 

The equivalent noise souree strength or souree level Ls referred 

to above is a standard eoneept used in underwater aeousties whieh 

allows noise ratings of ships made at different geographie 10ea

tions to be eompared on equal basis. The souree strength of the 

ship noise is defined as the noise level that would be measured 

at a distance of one metre from an imaginary monopole souree, 

placed at the aeoustie centre of the ship and having an aeoustie 

intensi ty similar to that of the ship. The equivalent souree 

strength Ls is eonveniently referred to the intensity of a plane 

wave having an rms pres sure of l uPa and is given as spectrum 

levels in l Hz bands. 

A detailed deterministic predietion of the noise souree strength 

spectrum of a ship is quite complicated to perform and requires 

comprehensive knowledge of the structural and hydrodynarnie design 

parameters of the ship in question. Sueh information may not 

always be available to the noise analyst, hence an empirical 

formulation of the souree level spectrum, based on statisticaI 

properties of ship noise, appears attraetive. 

Souree Level Model due to Ross 

Ross /2/ reeognized that propeller eavitation is the dominating 

noise souree for surface ships operating at eruise speed and at 
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medium to heavy propeller loadings . This observation eombined 

with a large amount of ship noise data obtained from naval sound 

ranges have led to the suggestion of a simple empirical relation 

for the source level spectrum Ls ' valid for surfaee ships being 

more than 100 m long and having propeller tip speeds in the range 

15 m/s to 50 m/s. The Ross predietion model for noise source 

strength reads, 

Ls = 195 +60 log(Vt /25 m/s) +10 log (B/4) -20 log(f) (2) 

and for f~fp 

Ls = 195 +60 10g(Vt /25 m/s) +10 10g(8/4) -20 log(fp ) 

where Ls is the souree level in dB re. l }Jpa/Hz l / 2 

Vt is the propeller tip speed in m/s 

B is the total number of propeller blades 

f p is the peak frequency equal to 100 Hz and 

f is the frequeney. 

The souree spectra predicted by (2) are of constant level from 

low frequeneies to the peak frequeney f p at 100 Hz. Above 100 Hz 

the spectrum rolls off at a rate of -6 dB per oetave in aeeor

danee with stoehastic theories of eavitation noise. Reference is 

made to a paper by Baiter et al. /3/. 

The source level model given in equation (2) represents an aver

age of a large number of ship noise spectra, henee a measured 

noise spectrum from a particular ship is expeeted to show more 

structure than predicted by equation (2). Ross states that the 

souree level model is expected to deviate from rneasured spectra 

by l dB to 3 dB in the frequency range above 100 Hz. In the fre

queney range below 100 Hz the present souree level model is known 

to underpredict measured souree level s by 2 dB to 8 dB. This 
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effect may be attributed to the presence of propeller blade to

nals and maehinery components in the frequency range below 

100 Hz. 

The souree level model suggested by Ross assumes a fixed peak 

frequeney of 100 Hz and thus fails to reeognize the tendency of 

f p to deerease wi th inereasing propeller diameter. Ødegaard & 

Danneskiold-Samsøe has suggested a slight modifieation of the 

Ross model according to which the peak frequeney is determined by 

the folIowing relation: 

300 ID (Hz) ( 3 ) 

where D is the propeller diameter in metres. 

Application of a peak frequency given by equation (3) in the Ross 

model (2) yields souree levels whieh are in fair agreement with 

measured souree levels as will be illustrated in the Seetion 2.2. 

Souree Level Model Due to Brown 

The souree level model due to Ross fails to prediet the shift of 

peak frequeney at high loadings towards lower frequeneies as 

shown in Figure 1.1. Also the souree level model fails to reeog

nize the influenee of propeller design and loading eondition on 

radiated ship noise. These shorteomings are to some extent re

medied by another prediction model suggested by Brown 141 and 

15/. Aceording to Brown the equivalent monopole souree level Ls 
of the propeller of a ship may be predieted from the folIowing 

empirieal relation, 

L
S 

~ K +40 log(D) +30 logen) +10 log(B) +10 log(Ac/AD) -20 log(f) 

( 4 ) 



and for fSf p 

Ls ; K +40 log(D) +30log(n) + 10 log(B) +10 log(Ac/An) -20 log(fp ) 

1/2 
Ls is the source level in dB re. 1 pPa/Hz 
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K is 170 dB for a thruster and 163 dB for an open propeller 

D is propeller diameter in metres 

n is the rate of propeller revolutions rev./sec. 

B is the number of blades 

Ae is the swept area of cavitation 

AD is n"D 2 /4 i.e. the propeller disk. area and 

f is the frequency 

f p is the peak frequency 

The peak frequency, or Itbreak" frequency, f p appearing in equa

tion (4) may according to Brown be determined from the folIowing 

equation, 

V
t 

-2/3 
1100 

f :::: ( 5 ) 
P D V, 

l 

V
t 

1.5 for > 
V 

i 

where Vt/Vi is the ratio of actual propeller tip speed to the tip 

speed at cavitation inception. 

The relation between Vt , Vi and f p given in equation (5) was 

based on noise measurernents and eavitation inception observations 

in model seale. Field measurements to be discussed in details in 

the next section, do, however, suggest a modifieation of equation 

( 5 ) in order to obtain better aeeordance between measured and 

predieted noise source leveIs. The modified equation reads, 



f ;:;: 
p 

550 

D 

-2/3 
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( 6 ) 

which introduces a 6 dB increase of the noise souree level below 

the peak frequency whieh in turn is shifted towards lower fre

queneies. 

2.2 Measured Souree Levels Compared with Prediction Models 

The modified predietion models for the equivalent noise souree 

strength Ls af ships, due to Ross and Brown, have been eompared 

with measured souree level spectra of two icebreakers and a fast 

container ship in arder to evaluate the ability of the models to 

prediet underwater noise from high powered ships operating in 

open waters or waters eovered with iee. The three cases investi

gated are eovered in separate seetions given below. 

"M/S VOIMA" 

The measurements reported by Thiele /6/ are coneerned with under

water noise radiated by a Finnish ieebreaker operating under 

various loading conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia. The 1100 DWT 

ieebreaker M/S VOIMA which is owned and operated by the Finnish 

Board of Navigation, is of the Baltic type and is powered by a 

12800 kW DC-diesel eleetric propulsion unit. The ship is equipped 

with two 4 bladed 3.0 m diameter fixed pitch propellers fore and 

two 4 bladed 4.2 m diameter fixed piteh propellers aft. The pro

file of M/S VOIMA is shown in Figure 2.1 below. 
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Figure 2.1. 
Elevation plan of the icebreaker M/S VOIMA. 

The noise measurements were made by means of 3 hydrophones sus

pended at a depth of 30 m below the ice cover which consisted of 

O. 3 m thick pack ice. The di stance from the ice bre aker to the 

receiver locations was moni tored continuously during the noise 

recordings along with information on engine load, propeller rpm 

and ship speed. The weather was calm during the tests with air 

temperatures ranging between OOC and SOC. 

All recorded noise data were analysed in 1/3-octave bands in the 

frequency range 25 Hz 5 kHz and converted to source levels 

referring to l ro distance from the icebreaker by correcting the 

measured noise levels for the appropriate transmission losses. 

Sinee no transmission loss measurements were made during these 

tests, estimated transmission losses according to a method due to 

Marsh and Sehulkin /7/ was applied during the data reduction 

procedure. The estimated transmission losses corresponded to 

attenuation by spherical spreading corrected for an empirically 

determined frequency dependent near-fieId anormally. 
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Figure 2.2 compares the source level spectrum Ls measured during 

icebreaking with the source level spectrum predicted by the model 

due to Rass but modified according to equation (3). During the 

measurements the M/S VOIMA was propelled by the af t propellers 

which were operating at 100% load eorresponding to 120 rpm. The 

bow propellers were running at the lowest possibIe rpm and did 

not have any significant influence an the radiated noise. 

SOURCE STRENGTH, SPECTRUM LEVEL [dB r"~. l;.;Po/./NzJ 

180 . 

170 

~60 

150 

140 

130 ". 

31.5 63 j25 250 500 ik 2k 4k 

FreQuency (HZ) 

Figure 2.2. 
Measured and predicted source level spectra during 
icebreaking. Af t propeller rpm: 120. Af t propeller load 
100%. 

Full line Measured. 
Dotted line: Brown. 

As seen from Figure 2.2 the predicted souree level spectrum 

agrees fairly well wi th the measured values al though certain 

discrepancies are apparent at high and low frequencies. The dis

crepaney at low frequencies may be attributed to an under predic

tion of the transmission loss by the Marsh and Shulkin model 

whereas the exces s at high frequencies is believed to indicate 

that icebreakers are more noisy than the bulk of the ships which 
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form the statisticaI background for the Ross model. This assump

tion is supported by Figure 2.3 which compare the overall noise 

source levels above 100 Hz, LSI obtained from M/S VOIMA with the 

same data for a group of ships analysed by Ross /2/. 
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Figure 2.3. 
A comparison between measured overall noise levels L5 
from M/S VOIMA (*) and overall noise levels from a 
group of ships. Figure adopted from Ross /2/. 

IIM/S JUTLANDIA" 

Measurements af underwater noise from a large triple screw con

tainer ship made in the Skagerrak have been reported by Thiel e 

/8/. The 274 ID long container ship M/S JUTLANDIA which is owned 

and operated by EAC, is powered by a 55,000 kW two-stroke diesel 

propulsion plant connected to a 4 bladed 6.5 m controllable pitch 

propeller situated in the centre line and two 6 bladed 5.85 m 

fixed pitch propellers situated in port and starboard side. The 

profile of M/S JUTLANDIA is shown in Figure 2.4 below. 
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Figure 2.4. 
Elevation plan of the container ship M/S JUTLANDIA. 

The noise measurements were made by means of a hydrophone sus

pended from a pilot boat at depths of 50 m and 89 m below the sea 

surface. The distance from the container ship to the pilot boat 

was monitored continuously and recorded along with the noise data 

and information about the engine load and speed of the container 

ship. The weather was relatively calm during the measurements 

with north westerly winds of 3-5 m/s and minor waves correspond

ing to sea state 2. 

All recorded noise data were analysed in 1/3-octave bands in the 

frequency range 25 Hz 5 kHz and converted to source levels 

referring to 1 m distance from the ship by correcting the mea

sured noise levels for the appropriate transmission losses mea

sure d at four ranges upon completion of the ship noise recordings 

which covered three different engine/propeller loads as given in 

Table 2.1 below. The measured source level spectrum presented for 

each load condi tion is finally obtained as an average of the 

individual source level spectra. 

Application of the Ross model for prediction of source level 

spectra is straight forward once the diameter of the propeller 

and the relevant propeller revolutions for a certain loading to 

be analysed are known. 
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Cond. 1 Ship 1 Centre eng. 1 Centre prop. 1 Wing. eng. 1 Wing prop. 
No. speed (kN) p::Mer (kW) rpn lPNer (kW) rpn 

1 27 1 22,820 115 
1

16/190 stb'l 
15/460 pt. 

114 
113 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 

8/100-
24/140 

2 9-19 75-112 o 8tb'l Wind miIling 
O pt. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 19 1 23,180 114 

Table 2.1. 

o 8tb.1 Wind rnilling 
O pt. 

Loading condi tions of the M/S JUTLANDIA subj ected to 
underwater noise measurements. 

Cond. No. I Mode I V /V. I A / A t 1 C D 
--------------------------------------------

l IConstant speed 2.0 0.15 

2 start acceleration 3.8 0.20 

2 End acceleration 3.8 0.40 

3 IConstant speed 3.0 0.30 

TabIe 2.2. 
Cavitation parametres estimated for M/S JUTLANDIA. 

AppIieation af the prediction model suggested by Brown is not 

qui te as simple as app1ication af the predietion model due to 

Ross because the cavitation ineeption speed Vi of the propeller 

and the swept area of cavitation Ae are not as easy to obtain as 

the other variables oeeurring in equations (4) and (6). Vi and Ae 

are functions of the load condition and the wake flow of a par

ticular ship and aceurate assessment of the cavitation inception 

speed and the swept area af eavitatian requires elaborate ealcu

lations ar model experiments to be performed. Less aceurate but 

useful estimates for V i and Ae ean be obtained by exercising 
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experience and engineering judgernent. The numerical values af 

Vt/Vi and Ae/An applied by Thiele 181 for loading conditions l, 2 

and 3 are based on estimates performed by N. Brown for MIS JUT

LANDlA. The values are given in Table 2.2. 

Figures 2.5 - 2.8 below compare the measured source level spectra 

Ls obtained during the tests with the source level speetra pre

dieted by the rnodified Ross model, equations (2) and (3), and the 

modified Brown model, equations (4) and (6). 

The predicted souree level spectrum for condition l, which in

vol ves noise contributions from 3 propellers, was obtained by 

adding the souree level spectra from the individual propellers on 

energy basis. 

SOURCE STRENGTH. SP~CTRUM LEVEL [dB r~. l~Pa//RZ) 
d8r-----------------------------------~----------~ 
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Figure 2.5. 
Measured and predicted souree level spectra for load 
condition l. 

Measured: ------, Ross, rnodified: ...... , 
Brown, modified: ------
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Figure 2.6. 
Measured and predicted souce level spectra for load 
condition 2, start of acceleration (75 rpm). 

Measured: --- Rass, modified : 
Brown, modified: 

SOURCE STRENGTH, SPECTHUM LEVEL (dB rlC.l.uPo/./R'Z] 
d8 

130 
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Figure 2.7. 
Measured and predicted source level spectra for load 
condition 2, end of acceleration (114 rpm). 

Measured: Ross, modified : 
Brown, modified: 
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Figure 2.8. 
Measured and predicted noise level spectra for load 
condition 3. 

Measured: Rass, modified: ...... , 
Brown, modified: ------
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As seen from Figures 2.S - 2.8 the modified source level models 

due to Ross and Brown predict source strength spectra which are 

in fair agreement wi th the measurements at freguencies above 

50 Hz. Below SO Hz the measured source strength spectra exceed 

the predictions by 8-12 dB, an effect which is due to propeller 

and engine tonals in the measured noise signal and thus not ac

counted for by the prediction models. The peaks which are present 

at 1.6 kHz and 3.1S kHz in Figures 2.S - 2.8 are not present in 

the non-corrected noise data but are due to frequency dependent 

variations of the measured transmission loss which probably were 

different or absent during the ship noise measurernents. 

IICCGS JOHN A MACDONALD II 

Measurements of underwater noise from the icebreaker CCGS JOHN A. 

MACDONALD has been reported by Thiele /9/ and by Leggat /10/ and 
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Greene /11/. The 3685 DWT Arctic icebreaker which is owned and 

operated by the Canadian Coast Guard, is powered by a 11200 kW 

diesel electric propulsion plant which is connected to three 4 

bladed propellers. The 4.1 m diameter fixed, pitch propellers are 

all located af t in a wing - centre line - wing arrangement. The 

profile af CCGS JOHN A. MACDONALD is shawn in Figure 2.9 below. 

---_. ~~':-.- J __ 

.1Jr' _ 
I 

.. 4 

~~~~~~~~~ii~~~~~J~-' ~_/~' :;~~=id~-~~-~~~~ 

Figure 2.9. 
Elevation plan of the Arctic icebreaker CCGS JOHN A. 
MACDONALD. 

The noise rneasurements reported by Thiele were made during a 

passage through the Baffin Bay and Lancaster Sound and provided 

ship noise data for navigation in pack ice less than 1 m thick 

and of 5/10 - 8/10 caverage and for navigation in 2.5 m thick 

fast iee of 10/10 coverage. During the navigation in pack-ice the 

icebreaker was operating in an ahead condi tion wi th changing 

engine/propeller load according to the local iee concentration 

whereas navigation in the heavy fast iee necessi tated eonstant 

ramming operations during which the engine/propeller load changed 

periodically from full ahead to full astern and idle. 
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The ship noise recordings were made by means of three omnidirec

tional hydrophones suspended from the ice at depths of 5 m, 50 m 

and 100 m below the sea surface. The distance from the icebreaker 

was monitored continuously and recorded along with the noise data 

and information about the engine load and the propeller revolu

tions of the ship. The weather was calm with periods of fog dur

ing both series of measurements. The air temperature ranged from 

oOe to 50C below zero. 

In the laboratory, the recorded ship noise data were analysed in 

1/3-octave bands in the frequency range 25 Hz - 5 kHz and con

verted to free field source strength referring to l ro distance 

by correcting the measured noise levels wi th the appropriate 

transmission losses measured at five ranges between the ice

breaker and the measuring station. The source level spectrum for 

each individual load condition was finally obtained as an average 

of the individual source levels computed for each range for 

which a transmission los s measurement was available and for each 

hydrophone depth involved. 

The underwater noise measurements reported by Leggat /10/ were 

conducted on the DREA Halifax Sound Range and provided ship noise 

data for CCGS JOHN A. MACDONALD sailing in open water. The ship 

noise was measured by means of a single omnidirectional hydro

phone mounted on the sea bottom at a depth of 27 m. The distance 

between the ship and the hydrophone was moni tored continuously 

during the noise trails. 

The ship noise recorded was analysed in 1/1-octave bands in the 

frequency range 8 Hz - 32 kHz and converted to source levels 

referring to 1 m distance from the ship by adding an appropriate 

transmission loss to the analysed data. The transmission loss 

applied in this case correspond to spherical spreading i.e. 

20 logR where R is the range from the ship to the hydrophone. 

The measurements reported by Thiele and Leggat cover noise data 

obtained under a wide variety of ice conditions, engine/propeller 
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loads, and speeds of advance. The present discussion will how

ever I be limi ted to ship noise data obtained under comparable 

engine/propeller loads but under different ice candi tions. The 

particulars af the laad/ice conditions treated and the numerical 

values of the parameters relevant to the prediction models due to 

Ross and Brown are given in Table 2.3 below. 

Load condi tion 
No. 

I lce Cand. I Eng. load I Prop. rev. I Vt/Vi I Ac,/An 
(kW) (rpn) 

l. "lil p:Mer ahead" 
Fast ice 
Pack ice 
Open water 

I 
Fast ice I 

2. "l Il power astern" Open water 

10900 

10700 I 

140 3.0 0.5 

140 5.0 0.9 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

I 
Pack ice I 

3. I' 1 14 power ahead" Open water 2500 

Table 2.3. 

I 110 1.5 0.2 

Particulars af the loading conditions of the CCGS JOHN 
A. MACDONALD chosen for the comparison af noise data 
obtained during operation in fast ice, pack ice and 
open water. 

Figures 2.10-2.12 below compare the measured noise level spectra 

Ls obtained during similar engine load conditions with the source 

level spectra predicted by the modified Ross model, equations (2) 

and (3), and the modified Brown model, equations (4) and (6). The 

numerical values af Vt/V i and AelAD are not measured but are 

estimated values based an experience. The measured and predicted 

source level spectra shown below includes contributions from all 

three propellers. The predicted source level spectra were ob

tained by adding the source level spectra from the individual 

propellers on an energy basis. 
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Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.11. 
Measured and predieted source level spectra for load 
eandition 2. 

Measurements : Fast iee Fu: 1 

Predictions : Rass ....... , 
I Open water - ,

Brown -------
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Figure 2.12. 
Measured and predicted source level spectra for load 
condition 3. 

Measurements: Pack ice 
Predictions : Ross ....... , 

Open water 
Brown -------
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As seen from Figure 2.10 the modified source level models due to 

Ross and Brown predict source strength spectra which are in fair 

agreement with the measured spectra obtained for navigation under 

three very different ice conditions. The deviation between the 

prediction and the measurements is 6 dB or less for most af the 

frequency range investigated. The best agreement between measure

ments and predictions is obtained for the fast ice condition 

whereas the measurements obtained for navigation in open water 

and pack ice are found to be 2-5 dB above or below the predic

tions, respectively. 

The spectrum levels measured during the 111/1 power astern" condi

tion and shown in Figure 2.11 display larger deviations from the 

predicted spectrum levels than the 111/1 power ahead" data. This 
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effect is particularly pronounced in the frequency range 80 Hz -

500 Hz where the measurements exceed the predietions by 2-10 dB 

for the noise data obtained in fast ice and by 4-12 dB for the 

noise data obtained in open water at the sound range. 

A possibie explanation for this observed diserepancy is that the 

predietion models due to Ross and Brown were based on measure

roents of noise from and cavi tation observations of propellers 

which were assumed to work under normal inflow conditions, an 

assumption which is invalid under astern operations. When a fixed 

pitch propeller is operated in astern mode, the trailing edges of 

the propeller blades beeome leading edges and the camber distri

bution becomes revers ed relative to the water flow. This situa

tion is likely to change the cavitation performance of the pro

peller dramatically and thus the noise emission. 

In particular the ratio of the tip speed to the inception speed 

Vt/Vi is expected to change and thus the numerical value of the 

IIbreak ll frequency f p . 

The spectrum levels for the "1/4 power ahead" condition given in 

Figure 2.12 show a fair agreement between measurements obtained 

in pack ice and predicted spectrum levels, whereas the open water 

data exceed the predictions by 4-8 dB in most of the frequency 

range shown. This tendency for open water spectrum levels to be 

higher than spectrum levels obtained during navigation in iee, 

suggests that the "ice breaking processIt itself does not contrib

ute significantly to the ship noise measured at a distance. This 

observation is supported by the data shown in Figure 2.13. 

Figure 2.13 compares a time trace of the overall underwater noise 

level LS measured simultaneously at a distance from CCGS JOHN A. 

MACDONALD with time traces of the overall acceleration level L~ 

measured by means of accelerometers mounted on the hu11 in the 

bow and on the hull above the propellers of the ship. The time 

trace of the sound pres sure level has been shifted relatively to 

the acceleration traces in order to account for the time delay 

caused by the finite propagation time of the sound signal. 
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Figure 2.13. 
Cornparison of underwater noise levels measured at a 
distance with acceleration levels rneasured in the bow 
and stern of CCGS JOHN A. MACDONALD during ramrning 
operations. 
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As seen from Figure 2.13 the periods of high underwater noise 

levels coincides wi th high acceleration levels in the stern of 

the ship caused by heavy propeller cavitation prevailing in the 

"astern II condition, whereas periods of high bow acceleration 

levels induced by ramming and breaking of the ice do not contrib

ute significantly to the underwater noise level at a distance. 
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3. SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS 

The sea with its boundaries constitutes a complex environment for 

the propagation of sound. Temperature and salinity variations in 

the sea water, the sea surface and the sea bottom affect sound 

propagation in many ways. When traveIling trough the sea, from a 

source to a receiver, a sound signal suffers delays, distortions 

and becornes weakened. The transmission loss TL appropriate to the 

sonar equation (l) describes one of the effects of sound propaga

tion in the sea, i. e. the magni tude of the weakening of sound 

between a source and a receiver located at some distant point. 

More specifically TL is the ratio in decibels between the inten

sit y of the sound signal l metre from the acoustic centre af the 

source and the intens! ty of the sound signal at the recei ver 

location. 

3.1 Sound Propagation in a Homogeneous Sea 

The Transmission Loss quantity TL entering the sonar equation may 

be considered to he the sum of two physical1y different 10ss 

mechanisrns, the spreading loss SL and the attenuation loss AL 

TL ::: SL + AL ( 7 ) 

The spreading 10ss SL is a geometrical effect representing the 

regular weakening of sound as a signal spreads out from the 

saurce. 

In a homageneous, unbounded medium wi thout attenuatian losses I 

sound is radiated equal1y in all direct ions and becornes equally 

distributed over concentric spheres surraunding the source. In 

this case the sound intensi ty decreases as the square af the 

range R, and the spreading 10ss may he found according to the law 

af spherical spreading 

SL ::; 20 log R ( 8 ) 
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Spherical spreading is often found to be a good approximation to 

the transmission loss encountered in the ocean at short ranges 

typically at distances shorter than ten times the water depth. 

I f the medium in which the sound propagates is bounded by two 

plane parallel boundaries, as the sea is, spherical spreading 

cannot take place beyond a certain range. The sound will now be 

radiated parallel to the boundaries and will become equally dis

tributed over co-axial cylindrical surfaces of equal height. In 

this case the sound intensity decreases with the first power of 

the range R and the spreading 10ss may be found according to the 

law of cylindrical spreading 

5L = 10 log R ( 9 ) 

Cylindrical spreading is often found to be a good approximation 

to the transmission loss encountered in the ocean at long range s 

typically an order of magnitude longer than the water depth. 

The attenuation loss AL covers a number of different physical 

processes other than geometrical spreading by which sound becomes 

attenuated when propagating in the sea. Important mechanisms 

constitute absorption of sound in the water, non-coherent scat

tering at the bottom and sea surface and leakage of sound from 

the body of water into the subsurfaceo The attenuation loss is 

found to vary linearily with distance and is expressed as a cer

tain number af decibels per unit distance i.e. 

AL ;;; aR 

The quanti ty II a II termed the logari thmic attenuation coefficient 

is in general found to be a function of frequency but for open 

ocean environment it is commonly assumed to be constant at fre

quencies below 200 Hz and obtain numerical values in the range 

2°10- 3 dB/km <a< 2°10- 2 dB/km depending on the particular ocean 

environment. Reference is made to Mellen, Browning and Ross /12/. 
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For frequencies above 200 Hz the logarithmic attenuation coeffi

cient "a" is found to increase as frequency squared in accordance 

with the theory due to Thorp /13/. The low va1ues of the 10ga

rithmie attenuation coefficient given above indicate that propa

gation of the dominating 10w frequency part of ship noise spectra 

is governed mainly by geometrical spreading. 

3.2 Sound Propagation in Arctic Waters 

Sound propagation in a real ocean is far more complex than it may 

appear from the previous section. Changes in the sound ve10city 

as a function of depth, the roughness of the sea surfaee and the 

acoustic properties of the sea floor are important factors which 

may influence the sound propagation and thus change the transmis

sion loss calculated from expressions which assume a homogeneous 

ocean bounded by plane reflecting surfaces. 

In Arctic waters the sound veloci ty attains i ts minimum value 

close to the sea surfaee and is found to increase with increasing 

depth. This condition will prevent noise emitted from a surfaee 

ship to spread in a homogeneous way throughout the body of water 

but will cause the sound waves to be distributed uneven1y over 

the water column ar to be trapped in a sound channel located just 

below the sea surface. 

The situation is illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 which show 

ray-trace diagrams calculated utilizing sound velocity profiles 

measured at two locations in Baffin Bay and Lancaster Sound by 

Thiele /9/. The 1eft parts of the diagrams display the sound 

velocity in m/sec. versus depth in metres. The right parts af the 

diagrams map out the sound rays which are representatives of the 

pat h propagating sound waves folIowing a vertical plane in the 

ocean. The source which is located at a depth of 4 metres below 

the sea surfaee is situated an the depth axis at O metres dis

tance. 
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Figure 3.1. 
Ray-trace diagram of the sound field corresponding to 
the sound veloci ty profile measured at a location in 
Baffin Bay. Source depth: 4 metres. 
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Figure 3.2. 
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Ray-trace diagram of sound field corresponding to the 
sound velocity profile measured at a location in Lan
caster Sound. Sound depth: 4 metres. 
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From Figure 3.1 it is observed that most of the rays are confined 

to a horizontal layer extending from the sea surface to a depth 

af approximately 100 metres. This layer forms a sound channel in 

which most of the noise emitted by a surface ship will propagate, 

governed by successive upward refractions due to the posi tive 

sound veloci ty gradient and downward reflections from the sea 

surface. Formation of this sound channel is associated with the 

strong positive sound velocity gradient found in the depth range 

40-100 metres. 

Below the sound channel the rays are less dense than in the chan

nel, indicating that sound waves propagating from the shallow 

souree to a deep receiver suffer a relatively large geometrical 

spreading loss as compared with sound waves which propagate to a 

receiver located in the sound channel. 

The ray-trace diagram given in Figure 3.2 does not reveal forma

tion of a distinct shallow sound channel as does Figure 3.1. The 

presence of a smoothly increasing sound veloci ty profile wi th 

depth does, however, ens ure upward refraction of down going sound 

waves and thus cause a major part of the acoustic energy to he 

propagated to a distance via the surface reflected path. The 

density of the sound rays are seen to be almost eonstant through

out the water column, hence sound waves propagating from the 

shallow souree to a deep receiver are expeeted to suffer approxi

mately the same geometrical spreading loss as sound waves which 

propagate to a shallow receiver. 

Besides the prevailing positive sound velocity gradient, the ice 

cover constitutes a boundary condi tion which has a pronounced 

effeet on sound propagation in the Arctie waters whenever it is 

present. The ice/water boundary is mostly found to be very ir

regular and rough. As a consequence, incident sound waves are 

scattered in all directions leading to large refleetion losses 

for the under ice condition. This si tuation is qui te different 

from the open water conditions for which sea surfaee reflection 

losses are found to be quite small. 
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In conclusion the key features of sound propagation in the Arctic 

sea may be characterized as follows: 

Sound transmission in the Arctic waters is rnainly gov

erned by upward refracted surfaee reflected sound propa

gation. Thus the acoustic properties of the sea floor 

are of minor importance as cornpared wi th the acoustic 

properties of the air/water or ice/water boundary. Gen

erally speaking the sound transmission 10ss in the Arc

tic waters is less than in other waters when open water 

conditions prevail but larger when an ice cover is pres

ent. 

3.3 Prediction Models 

In order to determine the sound propagation and the influence af 

various effects, a number of prediction models have been devel

oped. Models for prediction of the sound transmission loss can be 

divided into three groups: 

1) Empirical. 

2) AnalyticaI. 

3) Numerical methods. 

There are a number of different methods, each with advantages and 

disadvantages. In this report, however, only the most commonly 

used methods will be described. 

Empirical Methods 

Empirical methods are based on statistically treated data ob

tained by measurement. 

Most empirical transmission los s prediction models are based an 

the relations described in Section 3.1. Cylindrical or spherical 

spreading is assurned, depending on the range, and the attenuation 

coefficient is left to be determined. This has to be done by 

means of rneasurements. In arder to obtain values at low frequen-
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cies the measurements must be performed at long ranges as the 

magni tude of non-spreading losses per uni t distance diminishes 

with decreasing acoustic frequency. The discussion of mechanisms 

contributing to the attenuation loss is given in Section 3.1. 

Analyticai Methods 

The analyticai and the numerical prediction models have in common 

that they offer solutions for the wave equation. The wave equa

tion is a partial differential equation which describes the pro

pagation of sound waves. Basically, analyticai solutions ean be 

obtained by hand, often however, a computer programme is used. 

Dne form of solution is provided by normal mode theory. In normal 

mode theory, the sea and the sea floor are divided into strati

fied layers in which the sound velocity and density are assumed 

to be constant. The solution is divided into modes describing the 

sound pressure versus depth for the individual modes. An example 

is given in Figure 3.3. The sum of the modes forms the solution 

which within the assumption made, is a complete solution. Except 

in the simplest problems, the normal mode theory requires a com

puter programme in order to handle the range of stratified layers 

and boundary conditions that can be expected in a real problem. 

o ----~------~ 

h ---1-----10.--

Figure 3.3. 
Sound pres sure versus depth for the first four modes of 
a normal mode solution. Reference /22/. 
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The normal mode method is valid at all frequencies but in prac

tice most useful at low frequencies and in shallow water where 

only few modes are present. For further information see Clay and 

Medwin /22/ and Tolstoy and Clay /23/. 

Another form ef the solution to the wave equation is provided by 

ray theory. An important result of the ray theory is Snell's law 

which describes the relation between sound velocity and propaga

tion. By Snell's law the sound propagation can be visualized by 

rays that describe where to in space sound emanating from the 

source is propagating. These rays are not frequency dependent. 

Using the ray theory for drawing ray diagrams is called ray trac

ing. Examples of ray tracing have been shown previously in Fig

ures 3.1 and 3.2. Ray diagrams can be drawn by hand, normaIly 

though a ray trace computer programme is used. Ray tracing pro

vides an easily interpreted picture of the sound propagation 

which, however, is subject to some drawbacks. Most seriously are 

the restriction af only being valid at high frequencies and that 

certain special cases of propagation cannot be treated. Reference 

is made to Clay and Medwin /22/ and Tolstoy and Clay /23/. 

Numerical Methods 

Numerical methods solve the wave equation by an iterative proc

ess. In order to get a sufficiently accurate resul t, a large 

number ef iterations is needed and this is practicable only on a 

computer. 

Two numerical methods named the Fast Field Programme (FFP) tech

nique and the Direct Global Matrix (DGM) technique are presented 

in this section. 

Basically the concept and the output af these two methods is the 

same, the major difference being that the DGM rnethod calculates 

the sound propagation in 3 dimensions and hence wi th abetter 

accuracy than the FFP method which calculates in 2 dimensions. In 

both methods the wave equation is rewritten into a form which can 
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be solved numerically by means of a Fast Fourier Transformation. 

The sea and the sea bottom are divided into stratified layers. 

Calculations with fine accuracy ean be obtained with these 

methods if a proper description of the material parameters of 

each layer is available. An example af a transmission lass by the 

DGM is shown in Figure 3.4. The transmission lass is shown as a 

function of frequency but ean also be shawn as a function of 

range. 

dB 
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Figure 3.4. 
Example of transmission lass versus frequency caleu
lated by the DGM method. Calculated for source at 1 
metre and receiver at 9 metres at short range. 

Within the major concept different approaches have been developed 

in order to make the computations as fast and efficient as poss

ible. For the FFP method further information ean be acquired 

Rasmussen and Vistisen /24/ and for the DGM rnethod from Vilmann 

et al. /25/. 
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3.4 Transmission Loss Measurements 

Information about the exact sound transmission loss in a specific 

position ean be obtained by measurements. In this way all factors 

affecting the sound propagation in the actual area have been 

taken into aceount. 

The measurements described in reference Thiele /9/ have been 

carried out by means of small explosive charges used as sound 

sources. The transmission lass can be deterrnined as the differ

ence between the pressure level measured at a source hydrophone 

elose to the explosive charge and a receiver hydrophone plaeed at 

varying distances. The pres sure levelof the souree hydrophone is 

eorreeted for bottorn and surface refleetions so that the signal 

ean be eonsidered as the free field pressure level. In Figure 3.5 

is given an example of the measured transmission lass in Baffin 

Bay and Laneaster Sound. 

During the measurements in Baffin Bay the area was dominated by 

paek iee with some open water areas and some large floes. The iee 

thiekness was less than 1 metre. The water depth was approximate

ly 400 metres. At Lancaster Sound there was shore fast iee with a 

thiekness af approximately 2.5 metres with few ridges. The water 

depth was approximately 600 metres, Thiele /9/. 

The transmission 10ss obtained by measurements includes, as men

tioned above, all aspects af the sound propagation but is only 

valid for the specifie measurement position and for the specifie 

souree and receiver depths used during the measurement. 

Figure 3. 6 shows a comparison between a measured transmission 

lass and the eorresponding transmission loss ealculated numeri

cally by the DGM method. The example has been taken from Thiele 

/9/. 
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For a more detailed description af the transmission lass measure

ments and signal analysis reference is made to Thiele /9/. 

3.5 Suggested Transmission Lass Models for Noise Exposure ModeI

ling 

In the noise exposure programme described in Section 5 a trans

mission lass is required as input. It has been chosen that the 

transmission lass is to be given as a table af data values at a 

number af fixe d ranges. The data values ean either be ealculated 

from ane af the detailed predietion models ar it ean be measured 

data. In arder to obtain transmission losses when no data are 

available or when ranges are exeeeding the data available, it is 

chosen to use an empirical determination af transmission lOSSe An 

empirical model provides a fast and effieient prediction af the 
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transmission 10ss. AnalyticaI and numerical methods rnight provide 

a more exact estimate but in order to cover the wide spread area 

which was to be treated in the noise exposure model, these 

methods would have demanded a vast amount af calculations. 

The transmission 10ss ean be written in an empirical form as: 

TL = Ho + 10 log R + aR x 10-3 (10) 

H
O 

accounts for the spherical spreading close to the source, 

10 log R is the cylindrical spreading with R in metres and Ila" is 

the attenuation, dB/km, due to effects other than spreading. In 

this form (10) can be used at both ranges close to the souree 

where spherical spreading is assumed and at large ranges where 

cylindrical spreading is assumed. The range Ro where channeIling 

becomes dominant is empirically set to be: 

Ro = 225 JH ( Il ) 

where H is the water depth or sound channel depth. 

At ranges shorter than Ro' Ho is set equal to la log R so that 

(10) becomes 

TL = 20 log R + aR x 10-3 (12) 

At ranges larger than Ro' Ho is set equal to 10 log Ro and as 

such represents the loss in excess of cylindrical spreading in

curred at ranges less than Ro. By combining equation (10) and 

(11) the transmission 10ss becomes 

TL = 5 log H + 23.5 + 10 log R + aR x 10-3 (13) 

In order to utilize equations (12) and (13) the attenuation coef

ficient ti a II must be known. The determination of "a II is based on 

an empirical method by Thorp /13/ who has studied the attenuation 

due to absorption. 
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In the low frequeney region attenuation due to scattering becomes 

important. Seattering effeets have been investigated in open 

water conditions in Baffin Bay by Mellen, Browning and Ross /12/ 

and during iee conditions in the East Greenland Sea by Diachock 

/26/. The resul ts from these references have been curve fi tted 

and the resulting attenuation eoefficients due to scattering have 

been ineluded in the model by Thorp. Additional effects of sound 

leakage from the sound channel is ineluded in open water condi

tions af ter a model by Baker /27/. The leakage coefficient de

pends an the frequeney, the sea state, S, and the water or sound 

channel depth, Ho ' 

The total attenuation eoefficient ean be written as: 

Open Water 

a = 

Under lee 

a = 

0.022 f 
4 

0.0009+ f 
4 

0.235(f)3 

0.0023+(f)3 

+ 
0.11 f2 43.7 

2 
f 

+ + 
2 2 

1.0+ f 4100+ f 

0.11(f)2 43.7(f)2 
+ + 

1.0+(f)2 4100+(f)2 

f is the frequency in kHz, 

a is attenuation loss in dB/km. 

0.76 f 
x 1.4 

JH 

S 
( 14 ) 

(15) 

By properly combining the equations (12), (13), (14) and (15) an 

estirnate of the sound transmission lass ean be found. 
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4. AMBIENT NOISE IN THE SEA 

Ambient noise in the sea may he defined as the noise background 

at a particular location against which a certain desired sound 

signal must be detected. Ambient noise may possess certain direc

tional characteristics depending on the sources of the noise and 

the topography of the sea floor. 

However, for the present purpose the ambient noise level La ap

propriate to the sonar equation (1) will be defined as the inten

sit y in decibels of the ambient background measured by an omni

directional hydrophone and referred to the intensity of a plane 

wave having an rms pressure amplitude of 1 uPa. Although ambient 

noise spectra may be measured in different frequency bands the 

ambient levels La given in the present report are always given as 

spectrum levels reduced to a 1 Hz frequency band. 

4.1 Sources of Ambient Noise in Arctic Waters 

The waters of the Arctic region is a unique noise environment 

mainly due to the presence of the ice. The ambient noise levels 

measured in this region are highly variable on a seasonal basis 

as well as an a short term basis, and are usually faun d to origi

nate from dynamic proeesses caused by the ieee This situation is 

different from the si tuation found in iee free waters in other 

parts of the world where the ambient noise originates from wind 

agi tation af the sea surfaee , from rain and spray irnpacts and 

from distant shipping. Reference is made to Urick /14/. 

In areas eharacterized by a continuous fast iee cover, the domi

nating source of ambient noise is the iee craeking indueed by 

thermal stresses. The cracks oeeur near the surfaee of the iee 

and are the result af radiative cooling during periods af falling 

air temperature . The spectrum of craeking noise typically dis

plays a broad maximum in the decade from 100 Hz - 1.0 kHz and the 

spectrum level has been observed to vary as much as 15 dB within 

24 hours due to the diurnal change of air temperature, see refe

rence /15/. 
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During periods in which cracking noises are absent, noise, gener

ated by the wind flow and snow drift over the rough iee surface, 

is found to dorninate the arnbient noise spectrum. The noise spec

trum generated by the wind is found to he flat in the frequency 

range 100 Hz -10 kHz with a spectrum level determined by the wind 

speed. In the absence of cracking and wind nOises, areas covered 

by shore-fast ice are known to be one of the quietest underwater 

environments in the sea. 

In regions off-shore, the ice cover rarely becornes shore-fast but 

will be kept in constant movement by currents, the wind and the 

tide. Forces exerted on the ice by the wind and currents will 

cause cracks and ridges to form and the rubbing , bumping and 

piling up of the ice masses involved are known to be a major 

source of ambient noise. 

During the summer period, large areas of the Arctic sea surface 

will be free of a continuous ice cover but drifting ice floes and 

icebergs are usually scattered at irregular intervals. The melt

ing, collisions, breaking up and turning over of these iee forma

tions constitute major sources of ambient noise in the Arctic sea 

during the summer. During mel ting of ice the steady release of 

air bubbles contained under pressure gives rise to underwater 

noise. The noise spectrum is found to be flat up to about 10 kHz 

and the level is often so high that i t dominates the ambient 

noise in locations where melting iee formations occur. The break

ing up and turning over of icebergs are known to generate strong 

pulses of underwater sound. Such pulses will, in conjunction with 

sound emitted by the interaetion between the bottom and drifting 

icebergs, constitute major sources of ambient noise in the Arctic 

sea during summer periods. 

The marginal ice zone, i.e. the region in vieinity of the edge of 

large sheets of iee, is usually characterized by quite high lev

els of ambient noise as compared with other areas in the Arctie 

sea. The impact Df waves against the ice edge is a major souree 

of ambient noise but also the breaking up and rafting of ice 
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floes contribute signifieantly to the ambient noise in this re

gion. Measurements made in the marginal iee zone have revealed 

that the ambient noise beneath the iee edge may be 4-12 dB higher 

than in open water at the prevailing sea state and as mueh as 

10-20 dB higher than the noise level to be measured under the 

continuous iee cover, see reference /17/. 

Apart from the ice, other sound sources may influenee the ambient 

noise in Arctic waters. In regions of open water, noise due to 

wind agitation of the sea surfaee is significant. Furthermore, 

biological noise in the form of sounds ernitted by marine marnmals, 

fish and shellfish may contribute to the ambient noise level in 

the Arctic sea and in particular to the ambient noise of the mar

ginal ice zone. 

4.2 Measurements of Ambient Noise in Arctic Waters 

In order to establish ambient noise standards suitable for noise 

exposure modeIling, the existing unclassified literature on ambi

ent noise in Aretic waters has been reviewed. This survey re

vealed that only a few investigations of ambient noise in the 

Baffin Bay/Davis Strait region have been published prior to the 

start of the APP project and the majority of this material was 

concerned wi th si tes off the Canadian Arctic coast, the Parry 

Channel or in the central part of the Baffin Bay. Hardly any 

ambient noise measurements appeared to have been made off the 

north west coast of Greenland. 

The ambient noise measurements reported by Milne and Ganton /15/ 

were condueted in the Parry Channel and the Beaufort Sea under a 

10/10 cover of pack iee during winter and summer periods. During 

the winter measurements the ice was shore fast whereas i t was 

free to move during the summer measurements . All measurements 

were made by means of bottom mounted hydrophones. The general 

findings of these investigations prove that ambient noise in 

Aretic waters are highly variable and are related to the mechani

cal process such as eraeking, rafting and grinding , occurring 

within the iee cover. 
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The ambient neise speetra recorded during summer eonditions re

semble typical arnbient noise speetra obtained in open shallow 

water areas at sea state O. Below 125 Hz the individual speetra 

are almost flat indieating an ambient noise level in the range 

54-64 dB/Hz 1/2 re. 1 uPa. Above 125 Hz the measured speetra roll 

off at a rate ef approximately -5 dB/oetave in aeeordanee with 

the now elassieal "Knudsen Curves" /16/ which estab1ish a rela

tion between ambient noise in the sea and the prevailing sea 

state. Reference is made to Figure 4.1 below. 

The arnbient noise speetra reeorded during winter conditions are 

found to be highly variable as eompared wi th summer condi tions 

revealing distinct noisy and quiet periods. During noisy periods 

the measured noise spectra elosely resemble that of "Knudsen sea 

state 3", at frequeneies down to 125 Hz. Below this frequeney the 

noise spectra are flat eorresponding to an arnbient noise levelof 

approxirnately 80 dB/Hz 1/2 re. l uPa. During quiet periods the 

measured ambient noise spectra fall eonsiderably below !'Knudsen 

sea state O" for frequeneies below 500 Hz, whereas a slight ex

eeeding of this eurve is found for frequencies above 500 Hz. 

Reference is made to Figure 4.2 below. 

Ambient noise measurements perforrned by Diachek and Winokur /17/ 

were eonducted in the marginal iee zone in east Greenland waters 

during the summer period. The rneasurements were made by means of 

hydrophones suspended from 7 sonoboys a t a depth of 30 m and 

dropped at 28 km intervals along a line perpendicular to the iee 

edge. The main result of this investigation shows that the ice -

open water boundary aets as a line souree of noise wi th noise 

levels near a well defined iee edge that are about 12 dB higher 

than open water levels and about 20 dB higher than noise levels 

far under the iee cover. Measured ambient noise levels near an 

irregular and diffuse iee edge were about 4 dB higher than those 

for open water and about 10 dB higher than the noise levels far 

under the iee fieId. 
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The authors related the relatively high ambient noise levels 

rneasured near the ice edge to the wave action against the iee 

edge and interaetion between individual floes of iee. Ambient 

noise speetra estimated from the measurements of Diachok and 

Winokur display the characteristic -5 dS/oetave slope predieted 

by the "Knudsen Curves" and support the evidenee that ambient 

noise levels below an iee field are significantly lower than open 

water noise leveIs. Reference is made to Figure 4.1. 

In a volurne of workshop proceedings /18/ Leggat, Merklinger and 

Kennedy have summarized the results of more than 30 observations 

of ambient noise made during summer periods in the central Baffin 

Bay and Lancaster Sound when these waters are cornparatively iee 

iree. A detailed aeeount af the measured spectra, hydrophone 

depths and prevai 1 ing iee ean di tions and sea states are not 

given, leaving only upper and lower limi ting envelopes of the 

rneasured ambient noise data. As seen from Figure 4.1 the reported 

ambient noise levels are surprisingly high when compared with the 

measurements af Milne and Ganton /15/ or Diachok and Winokur 

/17/. 

The upper noise level envelope of Leggat et al. is found approxi

mately to coincide wi th the "Knudsen Curve" for sea state 6 at 

frequencies above 125 Hz and tend to be flat for frequencies 

below 125 Hz. The lower noise level envelope approximates the 

"Knudsen Curve 1/ for sea state l and tends to form a plateau at 

frequencies below 125 Hz. The high nolse levels reported in this 

ambient noise survey were estimated by Leggat et al to originate 

from mechanical processes within icebergs and floes of iee which 

are present even during summer conditions. 
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/15/. 
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The lirnited amount of ambient noise data available for the Baffin 

Bay/Davis Strait region initiated a series of ambient noise 

measurements made by Ødegaard & Danneskiold-Samsøe ApS as con

sultants to the Greenland Fisheries and Environment Research In

stitute and the Greenland Technical Organization. The results of 

these investigations are presented by Thiele in three separate 

reports /19/, /20/ and /21/ which cover ambient noise measure

rnents made at various geographical locations and different iee 

conditions. 

The measurements reported by Thiele /19/ are concerned with ambi

ent noise in the sea off Scoresbysund, east Greenland during 

summer conditions. The measurements were made in 5 positions at 

various distances from the edge of an iee ffeld with a coverage 

of 4/10 to 7/10 by means of a hydrophane suspended at a depth of 

50 m from a dinghy. The weather canditions were calm with winds 

below 1 m/s and currents less than 0.5 knats. The sea state was 

estimated to be 0-1/2. The main results af this series of mea

surements show that the ambient noise varies considerably wi th 

time and location, although no correlation with distance to the 

iee edge was noted. 

Analysis Of the ambient noise recordings reveals that the noise 

is compased of frequent transient sound pulses resernbling thunder 

and a continuaus hiss, sirnilar to rain noise, sounds which may be 

attributed to the breaking up of iee formations and to the escape 

af air bubbles when they are released from the melting ieee Upper 

and lower envelapes of the measured ambient noise spectra are 

given in Figure 4.3 whieh also compare the present measurements 

with those af Leggat et al /18/. The lirniting envelapes are ehar

aeterized by a broad hump ranging from 68 dB to 80 dB re. 

1 uPa/Hz 1 / 2 at frequencies below 500 Hz. At high frequencies the 

envelopes start to roll off, slowly at first until a limi ting 

slope at approximately -10 dB/octave is reached at 2000 Hz. 
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As seen from Figure 4.3 the Seeresbysund measurements agree 

fairly well with the ambient noise data given by Leggat et al. 

/18/ for frequeneies above 250 Hz. At lower frequeneies the upper 

envelope given by Leggat et al exeeeds the upper envelope of the 

Seoresbysund data by as mueh as 10 dB. 

The second series of ambient noise measurements reported by 

Thiele /20/ were made in the sea off Kap York, north west Green

land, during winter conditions. The measurements were made at 3 

different geographieal locations by means of a 50 m deep hydro

phone suspended through holes drilled in the iee. The weather 

eondi tions were ealm wi th winds in the range 0-5 m/s. The iee 

condi tions were eharaeterized as shore fast iee, eonsolidated 

paek iee and drifting pack iee. 
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The main results of these measurements once again emphasize the 

variable nature of Aretic ambient noise, and support the experi

ence that ambient noise levels measured under a large iee cover 

are of signifieantly lower levels than ambient noise levels ob

tained in open water during summer periods. Analysis of the Kap 

York measurements reveals that the noise is dominated by rela

tively loud sound bursts superimposed on a fairly low level con

stant baekground. Upper and lower limiting envelopes of the 

measured ambient noise spectra are given in Figure 4.4 together 

with the ambient noise data obtained by Leggat et al during sum

mer eonditions in the Baffin Bay and the ambient noise data given 

by Milne and Ganton /15/ valid for the Parry Channel. 
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Envelopes of ambient noise speetra measured off Kap 
York, Thiele /20/ during winter conditions as compared 
wi th data obtained in Baffin Bay, Leggat et al. /18/ 
during summer and in Viscount Melville Sound, Milne and 
Ganton LIS/ during winter. Noise levels in dB re. 
1 .uPa/HzI/2. 
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As seen from the figure above the agreement between the Kap York 

data and those reported by Milne and Ganton is rather good, the 

differences being that the Kap York data exceed the levels 

measured by Milne and Ganton at frequencies be10w 125 Hz, whereas 

Kap York data are somewhat lower at the high frequencies. If the 

Kap York data are cornpared with those of Leggat et al /18/ it is 

found that the general shape of the limiting envelopes are quite 

alike but that the levelof the upper and lower envelopes of the 

data given by Thiele are 10-15 dB lower, emphasizing the rela

tively quietness of the underwater environment during winter 

conditions. The slope of the limiting envelopes is approxirnate1y 

-5 dB/octave for frequeneies above 125 Hz, below which the noise 

envelopes have a tendency to be flat. 

In order to investigate more thoroughly the effects of seasonal 

changes in the ice cover on the ambient noise, Thiele /21/ con

ducted a series of ambient noise measurements during summer con

di tions in the sea off Thule, north west Greenland, somewhat 

north of the locations chosen for the Kap York measurements. Most 

of the measurements were made in open water at various distances 

from the coast line by means of a 50 m deep hydrophone suspended 

from a dinghy. Additional measurements were made by means of a 

5 m deep hydrophone in order to quantify the effects of hydro

phone submergence. 

The weather eonditions were reported to be relatively ealm with 

winds in the range 0-5 m/s and sea states ranging from 0-1/2. The 

iee eonditions ranged from open water with a few distant ieebergs 

to op en water areas partly covered by large clusters of fee 

floes. Analysis of these measurements reveals rnuch the same vari

anee in the ambient noise levels as found during previous rnea

surements and the recorded noise was found to be composed of 

transient sound bursts of variable strength, superirnposed on a 

continuously broad band noise as found during the Scoresbysund 

measurements. Upper and lower limiting envelopes of the measured 

noise spectra are given in Figure 4.5 together with the Scoresby

sund data and the data obtained by Leggat for the central Baffin 

Bay. 
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Comparison of the limiting noise envelopes given in Figure 4.5 

reveals that the ambient noise levels obtained cff Thule are 

approximately of the same magni tude as data obtained off Scores

bysund and in the Baffin Bay for frequencies above 1000 Hz. At 

low frequencies the Thule measurements tend to be 8 dB lower than 

the Scoresbysund data and up to 15 dB lower than the Baffin Bay 

data. A comparison between the Kap York data and the Thule data 

as done in Figure 4.6, clearly demonstrates the salient features 

of arctic ambient noise spectra obtained during winter and summer 

conditions. 
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A study of Figure 4.6 reveals that summer and winter ambient 

noise does not differ rnueh at frequencies below 125 hz. At high 

frequencies the levels measured during summer conditions are up 

to 20 dB higher than the levels obtained during winter condi

tions. A possible explanation of the sirnilarities and differences 

observed is that the low frequency part of the ambient noise 

spectrum is due to cracking and breaking up of the iee which 

oecur during summer as well as during winter. The high frequency 

part of the summer spectrum is probably dominated by noise due to 

bubbles released by the mel ting iee, an effect which is absent 

during winter conditions. 

All Arctic ambient noise data presented above were obtained as 

mean levels of short term measurements made within a few days or 

a few weeks. The pronounced non-gaussian properties of the ambi-
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ent noise reported by the various researchers make it virtuaIly 

impossible to establish a complete statisticaI description of the 

noise process. The measurement techniques employed would, in most 

ocean areas, yield reliable measures of the statisticaI proper

ties of the ambient nois9, this is however, not necessarily true 

for the Arctic waters in question. 

Under the highly variable noise conditions found in Arctic wa

ters, long-term measurements would be required in order to quan

tify the probability of a certain ambient noise level being de

tected at a particular location. Despite the somewhat limi ted 

amount of noise statistics, typical average ambient noise spec

tra suitable for noise exposure modeIling will be suggested. Al

though available data support the shape and levelof the sugges

ted ambient noise spectra, i t is not likely that a specific 

excess of the typical ambient noise spectra ean be given. 

4.3 Suggested Ambient Noise Spectra for Noise Exposure Modelling 

In order to determine the typical arnbient noise spectra su1table 

for noise exposure modelling in Arctic waters, the avail able 

upper and lower ambient noise envelopes were plotted in two sepa

rate figures according to season. Direct comparison of the ambi

ent noise envelopes combined w1 th knowledge about the spectral 

behaviour of the noise sources involved, allows an estimate to be 

made of the characteristic ambient noise spectra which are likely 

to be encountered during summer and winter conditions, respec

tively. It should be noted that the levels presented are the mean 

values averaged over a period of time. 

Figure 4.7 which shows summer conditions, compare ambient noise 

data obtained by Leggat et al /18/, Milne and Ganton /15/, 

Diachok and Winokur /17/ and Thiele /19/, /21/. Additional ambi

ent noise data obtained in the Baffin Bay by Thiele /9/ in con

nection with the "John A MacDonald" study are also given and they 

support the trends outlined by the ambient noise measurements 

mentioned in the previous section. 
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A study of Figure 4.7 reveals the pronounced variability of ambi

ent noise in arctic waters, the difference between the highest 

and the lowest noise levels being as much as 35 dB. Apart from 

the extremes, most ambient noise envelopes tend to group around a 

mean level given by the heavy broken line in Figure 4.7. This 

mean level is suggested as the ambient noise spectrum character

istic for summer conditions. The shaded band extending 5 dB above 

and below the suggested ambient noise level indicates the esti

mated order of magni tude of variations to be expected when com

paring space and time averages of measured ambient noise data 

wi th the characteristic ambient noise spectrum suggested above 

and given in tabulated form in Table 4.1 below. 



f 131.51 63 I 1251 2501 5001 lK 1 2K I 4K I Hz 

La I 67 I 67 I 67 I 67 I 67 I 62 I 57 I 52 I dB 

Table 4.1. 
Suggested characteristic average ambient noise spectrum 
for summer conditions given at 1/1-oetave '1andard fre
quencies. Noise levels in dB re. 1 ppa/Hz1 . 
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Figure 4.8 compare ambient noise measurements obtained during 

winter conditions by Milne and Ganton /15/ and by Thiele /20/. 

Addi tional ambient noise data obtained by Thiele /9/ under a 

cover of fast iee in Lancaster Sound are ineluded and they follow 

the trends given by the ambient noise measurements reported in 

references Milne and Ganton /15/ and Thiele /20/. 
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As seen from Figure 4.9 the ambient noise levels during winter 

condi tions may vary as much as ambient noise levels measured 

during summer conditions. With the exception af the highest ambi

ent noise spectrum most of the ambient noise data tend to group 

araund a mean level indicated by the heavy broken line in Figure 

4.9. This mean level is suggested as the ambient noise spectrum 

characteristic for winter conditions. The shaded band extending 

5 dB above and below the suggested ambient noise level indicates 

the estimated order of magni tude of variations when an average ef 

measured ambient neise data are compared with the characteristic 

ambient noise spectrum suggested above and given in tabulated 

form in Table 4.2 below. 

f 131.51 63 I 1251 2501 5001 IR I 2K I 4K I Hz 

La 1 67 1 67 I 62 I 57 I 52 1 47 I 42 I 37 I dB 

Table 4.2. 
Suggested characteristic average ambient noise spectrum 
for winter conditions given at l/l-octave standard fre
quencies. Noise levels in dB re. 1 ~pa/Hzl/2. 

5. NOISE EXPOSURE MODEL 

As described in Section 1, marine mamrnals in Arctic waters will 

be exposed to noise levels higher than the ambient noise because 

of shipping. The assessment af the impact of such underwater 

noise depends on, 

the amplitude of the ship generated noise relative to the 

ambient noi5e, 

the duration of time in which the noise level exceeds the 

ambient noi5e, and 

the extent of the area in which the ambient noise level is 

exceeded. 
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The present noise exposure model has been developed wi th the 

purpose ef illustrating these effects in an easily interpretative 

way which ean be useful in cennection with future evaluations of 

shipping projects. The model has been developed for use in the 

Arctic but is not limited to this area and may consequently be 

used wherever shipping noise is expected to be a problem. 

5.1 General Programme Description 

As described in Section 1.3, the underwater noise exposure is 

basically modelled by the passive sonar equatian which reads: 

where 

Ld 
Ls 
TL 

La 

= L 
s 

- TL - L 
a 

is the detection level above 

is the source strength level 

is the transmission loss and 

is the ambient noise level 

ambient 

Based on this model a computer programme has been developed which 

illustrates the variations of the detection level over a certain 

area and the variation with time at a certain point. The basic 

structure of the computer programme is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 

Basically the programme ean calculate the noise exposure in twe 

different ways, illustrated by the right and left side af Figure 

5.1. The calculation of the variation ef the detection level 

spectra with time is illustrated by the right side af the figure. 

In this case the noise exposure has been calculated for a fixed 

point called the "observation point". For this point, the detec

tion level spectra have been calculated for the noise generated 

by the ship at a number of points on the sailing route spaced 

with a constant time interval. 

The 1eft side af Figure 5.1 illustrates the calculation of the 

extent af area which is being exposed to noise higher than the 

ambient noise level. This calculation ean be carried out for the 
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noise at single 1/3-octave frequency band. The area being inves

tigated has been divided into a 87 x 87 point matrix and for each 

of these points the sound pressure level has been calculated for 

noise generated at all points on the sailing route. 

For each matrix point the equi valent sound pres sure level has 

heen calculated from the sum of the received levels divided by 

the total number of time steps along the route. Based on these 

results a contour plot has been drawn. Negative detection levels 

are not drawn which means that the last contour curve represents 

the distance from the route where the recei ved equi valent ship 

noise is equal to the ambient noise. 

The scaling of the output plot is fitted to the standard trMerca

tor projection" which normally is applied for sea charts. It is 

therefore possible to apply the calculated exposure map directly 

wi th the sea charts in order to illustrate the noise exposure. 

The detailed input and output parameters are discussed in Sec

tions 5.2 and 5.3. Realistic examples af the application of the 

noise exposure prograrnme are given in Section 6. 

5.2 Input Parameters 

The input for the underwater noise exposure computer programme is 

perforrned via menus. The opening menu of the programme is shown 

in Figure 5.2. 

The various input parameters for the underwater 

programme are illustrated in Figure 5.2. These 

noise exposure 

a re the source 

data, background noise, transmission loss and routes. 

The source data input is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Up to twenty 

different source numbers can be defined by the noise source level 

in 1/3-octave frequency bands with centre frequencies from 31.5 

Hz to 4000 Hz and the speed of the ship. The source levels ean be 

measured data or predicted data derived from the theory described 

in Section 2. 
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The background noise input is also illustrated in Figure 5.3. A 

maximum of twenty different ambient noise spectra ean be defined 

in 1/3-octaves from 31.5 Hz to 4000 Hz. 

Finally, the input for the sound transmission loss is illustrated 

in the lower part of Figure 5.3. The sound transmission 10ss in 

1/3-octaves ean be given for up to twenty different distances. 

The input can be rneasured data or calculated data derived from 

the prediction models described in Section 3. The transmission 

loss at other distances than those given in the input data are 

found by logarithmic interpolation. If no transmission loss data 

are given or the distance is larger than the maximum distance 

stated, then the transmission loss is calculated in the programme 

using the empirical model described in Section 3.4. The attenu

ation coefficients applied for this model depend on the choice 

between ice covered or open water condi tion, seleeted in the 

route input, and the water depth and sea state values given for 

each route point. 
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Figure 5.4. 
Example of input data for sailing route definition. 

The last input data are the definition of the route and the ob

servation point as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The following input 

data should be given: 

Position of observation point. Given in latitude and lon

gi tude (N: +, S: -, E: +, W: -). 

Background noise in the area of the route . Given as a 

number in the "Background noise catalogue". 

- Sound speed profile. Option to be selected is summer (l) 

or winter (O) condition. This input is used for the calcu

lation of the sound transmission loss which is performed 

when no transmission data are specified. 

Time interval. The calculation is perforrned for a number 

of points placed stepwise along the route determined by 

this time interval and the speed of the ship. 

- Sailing route. The route is defined by up to 20 points by 

their latitude and longitude. The source strength is given 

for each point by a number in the "source catalogue II. This 
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source strength and the corresponding speed of the ship is 

applied for all locations along the route until a new 

route point is reached. The programme applies "great cir

cle tl distances when calculating the route and the trans

mission loss. 

- The water depth and sea state. These parameters are given 

for each point on the route. The data are used for the 

calculation of the sound transmission loss when no trans

mission loss data are given. 

5.3 Output 

When the input data have been defined, the calculations ean be 

started from the main menu by selecting a route number. In order 

to start up the calculation the following must be entered: 

- Area for exposure map. Given as maximum and minimum lati

tude and longitude. 

- Frequency. Centre frequency of the 1/3-octave frequency 

band to be used for exposure map or "O" for linear level. 

- Conteur line interval and min/max level. 

The programme starts to calculate the equivalent sound pres sure 

level for each ef the 87 x 87 matrix points and the frequency 

spectra of the detection level at the observation point for the 

time steps corresponding to the points on the sailing route 

spaced with the specified time interval. 

The presentation of the results can be selected from the output 

menu as a contour plot (exposure plot) or lI waterfall" plots of 

the receiver and detection leveis. 

Exarnples of the output data are illustrated in Figures 5.5 and 

5.6. 
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The contour plot illustrated in Figure 5.5 has been plotted in 

11Mereator projection" as this projection normaIly is used for sea 

charts. It is therefore possibIe directly to transfer the contour 

lines from the exposure plot to a sea chart app1ying a simple 

scale factor. The "dots" seen in Figure 5.5 il1ustrate the effect 

of the steps a10ng the sailing route. When a short time interval 

is selected, the curves wi1l he more smooth but the calculation 

time wil1 increase. 

Figure 5.7 illustrates a contour plot applied to the sea chart 

from the area. 

Underwater Exposure 

, 
80.0 Longitude 

Figure 5.7. 
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Example of contour plot applied to the sea chart. 
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6. EXAMPLES OF UNDERWATER NOISE EXPOSURE FROM SHIPPING 

The present exarnples are given in order to illustrate the use of 

the underwater noise exposure programme for realistic cornbina

tions of ship, route and area. The Baffin Bay and Davis Strait 

have been selected for the exarnples as these are located in an 

area where ship traffic might he increased in the future. The 

icebreaker John A. McDonald is selected as arealistic example af 

a ship to pas s through the area a10ng two different routes in a 

summer and a winter condi tion. Examples are also given which 

simulate an APP-tanker sai1ing in the centre of Baffin Bay and a 

vessel with the size of a large fishing trawler or a seisrnic ship 

sai1ing a10ng the west coast of Greenland off Disko Island. 

6.1 Input Data 

The area selected for the exposure ca1culations is illustrated in 

Figures 6. l and 6.2. The area covered an extent from lati tude 

600 N to 7SoN and from 10ngitude 42 0 W to SOoW. 

Two different routes have been selected for the noise exposure 

examples as illustrated in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The central route 

passes through the middle of the Davis Strait and Baffin Bay and 

continues out through Lancaster Sound as illustrated in Figure 

6.1. 

The solid line in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 represents the route de

fined by the route points marked with numbers. The starting point 

and end point are located outside the area used for the exposure 

map in order to make the contour lines more smooth. 

The west coast route iII ustrated in Figure 6.2 passes close by 

the West Greenland coast up to Kap York and then continues out 

through Lancaster Sound. This route is generaily used during 
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winter time due to the lower ice concentration along the West 

Greenland coast compared with the thicker ice in the centre and 

western Baffin Bay. 

The observation points 

and off Kap York (76oN, 

selected 

66 o W) . 

are south of Disko 
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During the summer condition the load condition of the icebreaker 

and the seismic ship is assumed to be constant while load varia-

tions are assumed during the winter condition, simulating differ

ent ice conditions. The various source strengths applied appear 

from Table 6.1. The source strength levels have been calculated 

from the prediction model derived by N. Brown as described in 

Section 2. 
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I SOU~C[(d~) I 140.0 I ne.o I 13l..0 I 134.0 I 132.0 r l~O,O I 12e.0 I t2~.O t 12{,.0 I 122.0 I 120.0 I 
I .. , ... -.- -......... , ............ _. " .. -. . . . ... . .. . . . ·1 
1-' ......... -- ...... _ ....... --. --. _ .. _.......... .. ...... 

l 3OUilC::: NO. 4; Gouræ 4 <ileavy ica) II Srr:.r::D: ~.O i'<not I r sO\.j~~ DE~T:I : 8 11 I 
I··· ........................... --- .................... .. .. .......... ·-- .. ,,· .. _·-- .. ·1 

I r-il:::~. (:Iz) I 3-1.5 I 40 I ~o I 63 I 30 I 100 I lZ I 1~ I 200 J ZiO I 31S l 
I·· ..... , .... -.... -............ "......................... . .. - ........ , .. , ........... -.. i 

l 3OUnC::(d:U I 170.3 l 170.3 I 170.3 I 170.3 I 1M.3 I lM.3 I 164.3 l t~2.3 I 160.3 I 153.3 l t;~.3 J 

]. . . . , .. , . - ......... - . ' ............ -.... , ... -. .. ,. - .. . . .. .. .., .. , .. '-_. - - . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ... I 

I r-m::Q. (lIz) I 400 l SOO I 630 I 300 I 1000 I iZ0 I 1~ I 2000 ] Zioo I 3tjO I 4OCO l 
I· ................ ,.......................... ........... ... ,I 

I JOURcr::(d3) I 1J4.3 I lj2.3 1 iSO.3 I 1~.3 J ·1~.3 l 1/,·4.3 I 142.3 I 140.3 ! 133.3 I 13[.,3 j 134.3 I 
l·· -.,.' ., ............... , ........ -., .. , .... '.. -... ..... . ................ - ··1 
I ............ ..... -......... ·1 

I SOUr.cr: NO. S: Sourc:e S Arr tanker II S-r[[D: i2.0 l\not II SOURCE ocrn: : li M J 

: ..... -.......... "................. ·1 

J rJl:Q. (liz) I Z1.S I 40 I SO r l.3 I eD I 100 I 13 1L.O I 200 I:LSD 3E I 
j .. " -- ......................................... -- -- .. - .... - ... ......... ..... ·1 

I sour-CC(dr) I 1e2.0 I 1eo.O I 17e.O I 17l..0 , 174.0 I 172.0 I 170,0 I 1U.0 I 1L.1..O I lL.4.0 I lL.2.0.j 
j .............. - .. - _,,' -- .... -- ........... " .. - ............... ---- ........... -- ·1 

r rr.cQ. (liz) l 400 I ~OO I l.ZO I eGO I tOGO I usa I 1000 I 2000 I ZOO I 21S0 I 4000 I 
........ - .................... -- ....... -.. --- ....... ·1 

I SCUr.C[(dB) I 160.0 I 1!;e.Q I 1SL"O I 1S4.0 I 1:;2.0 I 1SJ.O I 14e.O ] 14t..0 [ 144.0 I 142.0 I 140.0 I 
[ .. -..... ..... ......... .[ 

: ' 

I saURa: NO. ,L, : Seismic ship 
i 

I rrrQ. il:;:} I Z1.:; i 40 I 
I ........ 

I' sr[[D; 4,0 I{net 

~o I l.2 ! eD I te I 12S 

II S-OURCL: crrn: : 

tl.O I 20D ! ZO 

.j 

2 M I 
·1 

·l 
I SO U hC[(tlCJ l 14S.0 l 14~.O I 14~.0 I 14S.:J I 1.1,~.O I g!;.o I 143.0 I 141.0 I 13~.O I 137.0 i 13S.0 I 
j- ................... - ....... - ·1 

I r~[~. O:z) ! 400 I ~oo I [,30 I eco I lOCO I 1::: l ·tl,eD ! ~oco I 2!;:J I 31::1 l 4CDC I 
. -- .. - . - ........ -- ... -- - ----- _. --! 

, .. , . ~ .. ~ .. - .----~------l 

TabIe 6.1. 
Print out of the souree strength leveIs, dB re 
l pPaJHZ, applied for the noise exposure calculations. 
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The sound transmission 10ss applied for the calculations is found 

from the measured data from Baffin Bay obtained during the inves

tigation perforrned from the icebreaker John A. McDonald as de

scribed in Section 3. 

The transmission loss is given for a receiver depth of 50 metres 

and for f i ve distances extending to a distance of 35 km. The 

transmission losses at the centre frequencies of the 1/3-octave 

frequency bands from 31.5 Hz to 4000 Hz are given in Table 6.3. 

It should be noted that at distances larger than 35 km, the 

transmission lass is calculated from the prediction model as 

described in Section 3.5. Cornpared with the area used for the ex

posure calculations, 35 km are only a short distance and conse

quently the prediction model is used for major parts of the area. 

The ambient noise level in the area af investigation is selected 

according to the "summer" and "winter" spectra described in Ta

bles 4.1 and 4.2. The levels are shown in Table 6.2. 

1------------------------- ----------., --- ,----- - -- .--- - --. ---- - ---- --------------- ------.--- .------ --- I 
l CA~I;~hO:..ND )·mS[ NC'. ~ : MUc tSJlfIIi:Er) l 
1---------------- ----------.- - .-- -. ---.-, ----- - ----- - ------ - -.---- -------------------- -- .- ----------- t 

l iR[Q. n:z) 1 2·1.~ l 40 1 SO 1 (,3 I eD t ..,O~ 1 1:5 1 1L,O I 200 I ::SO I 2:1:' I 
1- -- ----------- --------------- -- - -- -- ------- ------------------------------- ---------- ------------1 
1 Ct,C, :. tdC) ! &7.5 I /;7.f... I /..7.0 l t.i.O 1 i-7.J I [,7.J I L,i.O I 67.0 l /..7.0 1 1.7 .0 I i.7.0 1 
) - -- -- --------.. -- - ------.. --- - ------ - ---------------- ---- -- ----- ---- - .------- - -------------------- ---I 
I ir'CQ. o;l) 1 !'O~ I SD] I i,::::J I wa i 10JO 1 1:::'0 I 1 /..~ I :roo I ::SCJ I :?~~Q I 4038 l 
1_ - -- _A -. A _____ • - - -- - •• ------- -- --- --- -- -- - --- - --- - - -- • '- _ - -- • -- ------------ ----- -------- .. - - - - .. - - --- -I 
I C~,':i ; . (eLo) I 67.0 I 6/.0 I 65 .3 { 63.7 l i.:-.O i W.:::, ~e..7 I ~·/.O I ~~-.2: I ~2.i 1 ~i .O' 

1··------ ------ ---- ------ -- - --- -- -- ---------- -- - ------- -- -- --- -- ---- ------- -- ----- - - ----- --- . - .----, 
i· - ' . --- - ---- -- . - - -- - - ---- - - - -- -- -- - ___ A. - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - --- - - -- - -- --- .--- - • - -- - - -. - - • _ . - - ••• • - •• -- - - . ! 

! 2 . .!.:I\G~J'J"~1 "~!Sc. NO. '2 : Artic (~'lnt!:r) I 
,- - ... - .. -- •. ----. ---. - --- ---- -- -------- - ___ A· -- ------ - .... - - - •• - - - - . _A ' . . . • . -- • .. • -. , - - •• -- -- - _ •. - • . - __ o i 

I ;:X:Q. (:Iz -! I 31.S l 40 I SO I 63 I SJ I 100 1 12S I 1.)0 ! 2JO I 250 I 315 l 
I· . - - -- ------- - - - -------- -- ------- . ---------- -- -- - - - - --- - - -- - -- -- . - - . -- -. -- -. -- __ o -- -- -- - - ___ o -- - ---. I 
j ~,AtX. (d3) I 67.01 67.0 I 67.01 67.0 l 6~.3 I 63.7 I ~2.0 I 6[1.3 l j3.7 I 57.0 I S5.3 I 
i - .. - .• - --------- ----- - ------ - - ----- ------ ----. __ o - - • -. , . -. - - -- --- __ o - _ _ o ---. ---- - •• -. - - • • • - - -- • • -------1 
I i-~~Q. (HL'\! 400 1 SOD 1 630 I S80 I 1000 1 12;0 I 1630 l ZOO:1 I 2:;OQ I ~ -1~0 I 4000 I 
1---- -. ----.. ---- -- - - --- - .. - - - --- -- - - ---- - --- - - ------ ---- ---- - - - - - .. - .- __ __ o -- - - - -. - - --------- - - --- ---I 
I [-/.::-;-': . (d~·) l ~3.7 I 52.0 1 SD.3 ( 4S.7 I ~7.0 1.4;.3 I 43.7 I 4::.0 I ':'0.3 I 3!l.7) TI.O I 
1------------ --- ___ o_o - ------------.---- - ------ - --- •• ---.-- ------- • • -- - - __ A. - . __ o ___ o ---------------.-. I 

TabIe 6.2. 
Print out of the average ambient noise levels, dB re 1 
pPa/JHz, applied for the noise exposure calculations. 



UN(l[r,wATER exrOSJr.c T~At~~lSSlON :"OSS DATA rA~: 

1 ----------1 
1 TAA~ISSION lOSS NO. 1: ~Hin &ay (Open W.) 1 
1 -I 
I OISTANCE fRO/'! SOORCE 675.0 !ro 1 
I --------------1 
1 rREQ. U:z) l 31.5 1 40 I 50 1 63 I BO 1 100 l 125 1 1.60 1 200 1 250 I Z1~ l 
I--~---------- ---------1 
1 rf.ANS.(dB) I 53.0 I 54.0 l 59.0 1 54.Q 1 52.0 I 55.0 I S4.0 I 54.0 1 55.0 1 S7.Q l Se..O 1 
1------ -------- ---- ----I 
I F"REQ. (Hz) 1 400 I 500 1 630 l roD I 1000 1 1250 1 1WO 1 2000 l ZOO 1 3150 1 4000 1 
1--------------------------------------1 
1 TRANS.(dr,) I 5'i'.0 1 55.0 I S3.0 I 55.01 Sl..O l 55.0 1 S~.O 1 53.01 54.0 I 57.01 5e.0 I 
1 . -------------:...- -- -------- ------ ----I 
1 -------- ____ o --------------··-1 
1 TRANSMISSION LOSS NO. 2: BaHin Bay (Open W.) 1 
I --------------·---1 
l DISTANCE FnOH SOURCE 1700. O I 1 

I ------ 1 

1 FRr:Q. (Hz) 1 31.5 I 40 J 50 1 b3 J 80 I 100 1 125 I 160 I 200 1 250 I 315 I 
1--·-· · ·· J 

I TRANS. (dB) l 67.0 1 66.0 I bIt.O J bO.D 1 59.0 1 58.0 I 58.0] 57.0 I 54.0 I 54.0 I 53.0 1 
1 ------------.... ------ --I 
1 FREQ. (Hz) ] 400 l 500 l 630 1 800 l 1000 I 12S0 1 1~DO I 2000 1 2500 1 3150 1 4000 1 
1---- - I 
1 iRANS.<dB) 1 57.0 J 62.0 1 b1.0 1 bll.9 I 58.0 l 57.0 1 59.0 1 62.0 1 53.0 I 63.0 1 60.0 l 
1 ------ 1 

1----- ] 
I Tf:ANSMlSSION LOSS NO. 3; ~aff in ~y (Open lU l 
1-------- --------------------- ----I 
1 DISTAN:E FROM SQURCI mo.o 1ft l 
1-----------------------------------------------------------------\ 
I rm::Q. U:z) 1 31.5 ! 4(J 1 ~O 1 63 ! ro 1 100 1 125 I 160 1 200 I ZO 1 31~ 1 
)--------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 ITJ.NC.(dD) 1 72.0 1 74.0 l ?e.0! 77.0 1 70.0 1 71j'.0 1 7:;.0 1 71.0 I 70.0 1 l.9.0 l l1..0 1 
1-------------------------------------------------.--- --" ----I 
1 nr:Q. (liZ) I 400 l 500 1 t.3D 1 enG 1 1DOD I 1250 1 1WO 1 2000 1 ~OO 1 3150 1 IdJOO 1 
1----------------------------------------------------1 
! HANS. (dE) I 68.0 1 70.0 1 74.0 1 7S.0 l 7D.0 1 70.0 l 75.0 1 71.0 J 7b.0 I n.O! 77.0 I 
l ---------------------------------------... --) 
1------------------------------------------------------I 
l TRANSMISSION LOSS NO. 4: Baffin Bay (Op~ W.) 1 
1--------------- --------------- --------------. - --I 
1 DISTANCE FROM SO!J~CE 17BOO.O II I 

( --------------------( 
I FREQ. (Hz) I 31.5 l .4Q J 50 1 b3 1 80 1 100 1 125 1 160 1 200 I 250 I 315 1 

1----- -------------------------------1 
I H<ANS. (dB) 1 81.0 1 77.0 I 84.0 I 75.0 1 74.0 I 78.0 I 76.0 1 73.0 l 7S.0 I 72.0 1 71.0 1 
1------- I 
J FREQ. (Hz) 1 400 1 500 I b30 J 800 1 1000 I 1250 1 1600 l 2000 I 2500 I 3150 1 4000 I 
1- ------------------ ---I 
1 TRANS.(dB) 1 71.01 74.0 1 75.0 I 78.01 77.0 1 79.0 l 78.0 I 78.0 I 81.0 I 77.0 I &l.D 1 
1 -I 
I --I 
1 TRANSI11SSION LW..s NO. 5: Eaftin nay Wpen W.) I 
1--------- ----I 
1 DISTANC( rr-OM SOURCE 35000.0 II J 

1 ---I 
I HEQ. (ftz) I 31.5 1 40 I 50 63 I 80 J toa I 12!; 1 160 1 200 I 250 1 315 1 
l -I 
I IAANS.(d[1) I 7t.O 1 W.D 1 &5.0 I 82.0 1 ~2.0 1 l:2.0 t ?e.0 I 78.0 I 78.0 l n.o I ll..O I 

T:' _.-;: ~.=-O-~_";. ~ ,= ..;-, --= :_-,=";'-0.-= ~---::= --- .-=---::==..:.'-'-.;-~-. :.,. _ _=_ __ ....... __=__'__ -'-' ___ -<-. ___ ~_~o....=.=....=__=_-__ ="' __ 1 

I rr.rQ. (t:zi 1 4DO I 500 1 l.W , 800 1 1000 l 12S0 f 1l,00 I 2000 1 ~OO I 3150 I 4000 1 
1-------------------------------------------------------------·1 
I TRANS.(dC) l 77.0 1 n.o I ae.o I e2.0 1 n.D l 77.0 I es.o 1 n.o 1 [;2.0! CB.O 1 elJ.o 1 
1--------------------------------------------------------------------------"--1 

Table 6.3. 
Print out af the sound transmission loss applied for 
the noise exposure calculations. 
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6.2 Results 

The presentation of the folIowing resul ts has been selected to 

illustrate the use of the programme but is not intended to give 

the full and detailed results for eaeh example. 

The resul ts obtained for the four examples are illustrated in 

Figures 6.3-6.6 and are presented as the exposure maps for the 

1/3-octaves with centre frequeneies 100 Hz and 1000 Hz, and the 

detection level versus time for the two observation points at Kap 

York and Disko. 

Example l 

The first caleulated example, illustrates the John A. MacDonald 

sailing along the central route shown in Figure 6.1. The souree 

strength applied for this example is for all route points the 

"Open water la Knots" given as souree No. l in Table 6.1. The 

ambient noise is seleeted to be "Aretie Summer" given as baek

ground noise No. l in Table 6.3. The results from the first exam

pIe are given in Figure 6.3. 

The two upper curves are the exposure eontour plots for 100 Hz 

and 1000 Hz. From these eurves it ean be seen that the exposed 

area is mueh larger at 100 Hz than at 1000 Hz. The reason for 

this is that the souree strength has deereased by 20 dB while the 

ambient noise level has only deereased by 5 dB when the frequeney 

was inereased from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz. This effeet is espeeiaIly 

strong during summer eondi tions when the ambient noise speetra 

are flat all up to 500 Hz. Also the transmission loss is inereas

ing at higher frequeneies. This means that the ship noise reaehes 

the ambient noise level at a shorter distance from the route when 

the frequeney is inereased. 

In this first example the souree strength of the ship is kept 

constant and the eontour lines are eonsequently loeated at eon

stant distances from the route. In the eontour plot the l ines 
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1000 Hz: 

Underwater Exposure 
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Figure 6.3. 
Example l. Icebreaker sailing along central route dur-
ing summer conditions. 
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tend to spread a little when moving north. The reason for this is 

the Mereator projeetion which resul ts in a "stretehing" of the 

map due to a varying scale factor with the latitude. 

The two lower curves show the variation of the detection level 

wi th time during passage of the observation points. The first 

observation point at Disko (left eurve) is passed approximately 

70 hours af ter the start of the ship at route point l. At both 

observation points an influence ean only be noted at low frequen

cies and with rather low amplitudes as both points are quite far 

from the sailing route. 

Example 2 

The second example illustrates the icebreaker sailing along the 

central route, the same as applied in the first example but this 

time during winter conditions. The source strength is therefore 

assumed to vary due to the changing iee conditions. The folIowing 

source strenghts have been seleeted a10ng the route: 

Point l - 2 Open water Source strength No. l. 

Point 2 3 Pack iee Source strength No. 2. 

Point 3 - 4 Heavy ice Source strength No. 4. 

Point 4 - 5 Pack iee Source strength No. 2. 

Point 5 - 6 Open water Source strength No. l. 

The ambient noise selected is the "Artic Winter" given as baek

ground noice No. 2 in TabIe 6.3. The resu1ts are given in Figure 

6.4. 

As for the first example it ean once more be seen that the ex

posed area is bigger for the low frequency (100 Hz) than for the 

high frequency (1000 Hz). However, the difference is less pro

nounced than for the summer condition as the winter ambient noise 

is Iower and starts decreasing at a lower frequency than during 

summer condition. At 100 Hz the area of exposure is small com

pared wi th example l due to the increase in transmission 10ss 

caused by the ice-cover. 
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Figure 6 .. 4. 
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Example 2. Icebreaker sailing along central route dur-
ing winter conditions. 
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The cantour lines tend to spread out in the middle part af the 

route due to the inereased souree strength in this part. 

For the observation paint at Disko it ean be seen that the detee

tion level inereases 78 hours af ter the start (souree strength 

inereases at route point 3) and that the level does not vary mueh 

during the passage. This is due to the low speed assurned for the 

ship sailing in the heavy iee eondi tion oeeurring af ter route 

point 3. A similar step in the deteetion level ean be seen for 

the Kap York observation point 154 hours af ter the start when the 

souree strength is reduced af ter route point 4. 

Example 3 

This example illustrates the ieebreaker sailing along the west 

eoast route shown in Figure 6.2. Again winter eondi tions are 

assumed whieh resul t in different load conditions varying wi th 

the iee condi tions. The following sauree strengths have been 

applied: 

Point l - 2 Open water Souree strength No. l. 

Point 2 - 3 Open water Souree strength No. l. 

Point 3 4 Paek iee Souree strength No. 2. 

Point 4 - 5 Pack iee Souree strength No. 2. 

Point 5 - 6 Heavy ice Souree strength No. 4. 

Point 6 7 Open water Souree strength No. l. 

Point 7 - 8 Open water low Sauree strength No. 3. 

The ambient noise is the "Artie Winter" given as baekground noise 

No. 2 in Table 6.3. 

The results are given in figure 6.5. The varying sauree strength 

eondi tions are elearly seen in the resul ts from exarnple 3. The 

eontour lines spread out at route points 3 and 4 due to the in

erease in souree strength at these points. 
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1000 HZ: 
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Figure 6.5. 
Exarnple 3. Icebreaker sailing along West Greenland 
route during winter conditions. 
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The passage of the observation point at Disko is seen to occur 

approximately 80 hours af ter the start. The increase in source 

strength at route point 3 ean be seen when reaching 84 hours. A 

strong influence at the Kap York observation point ean be seen in 

the detection level. In this case the route passes rather close 

by the observation point and consequently the detection level is 

high even at high frequencies. The variations in the detection 

level spectra are due to the variations in the transmission loss 

with frequency. It ean be seen that even at 2000 Hz the ambient 

noise is exceeded for approximately 12 hours at the observation 

point during a passage of the ship. Also it ean be seen how the 

high frequency parts of the spectra are attenuated more than the 

low frequency parts due to the transmission. 

Example 4 

In this exarnple the expected source strength of a LNG-carrier, as 

planned for the Arctic Pilot Project, has been assumed for a ship 

sailing along the central route during winter conditions. 

The souree strength applied has been found from the levels sug

gested by N. Brown in reference /28/. The condition, full power 

in iee, 12 knots , has been selected. The source strength has been 

modified with a lower peak frequency as described in Section 2.1. 

The source strength is kept constant during the entire route and 

the magni tude ean be found for source strength No. 5 in Table 

6.1. 

The results are presented in Figure 6.6. It ean be noted that the 

extent of exposure is larger than in example 2 due to the higher 

souree strength of the APP tanker eompared with the icebreaker. 

The high souree strength, especiaIly at low frequeneies ean be 

seen in the detection levels where the low frequeney part is very 

pronouneed. 
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1000 HZ: 
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Exarnple 4. LNG-carrier sailing along the central route 
during winter conditions. 
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Example 5 

This last example illustrates the passage of a ship which is not 

an icebreaker. The source strength of a seisrnic ship af typical 

size is calculated and used for the example as shipping of this 

kind is likely to occur in the area. The magnitude of the source 

strength is calculated by the prediction model described in Sec

tion 2.1 assuming the folIowing propeller data: 

Diameter 2.2 m 

Revolutional speed: 150 RPM 

No. of blades 4 

Area of cavitation: Ae/AD = 0.1 

Peak frequency 100 Hz 

The source strength of the seismic ship (No. 7 in TabIe 6.1) is 

much lawer than for the icebreaker. The speed normaIly applied 

during seismic work is as low as 4 knots. The cornbination of low 

speed and low source 

(time averaged) noise 

strength resul ts in very low equivalent 

levels a10ng the long rautes applied for 

the first three examples. The exposure therefore has been caleu

lated for a short route in this last exarnple. The area used for 

the exposure map is approximately 60 x 40 nautical miles covering 

most of the short route defined by 3 points. 

The results are given in Figure 6.7. The contour plots are again 

parallel to the route as the source strength is constant along 

the route. At 100 Hz the distance from the route to the last 

contour line is approximately 4 Nm. This means that the equiva

lent noise level at 100 Hz, averaged over the time used by the 

ship to pass the route, is equal to the ambient noise level at a 

distance of 4Nm from the route. At 100 Hz this distance is reduce 

to approximately 1.8 Nm. 
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Examp1e 5. Seismic ship passing Disko Island during 
summer conditions. It should he noted that the area 
used in this example is much smaller than in the other 
examples. 

-53.5 
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6.3 Discussion 

The previous examples illustrate the use of the exposure program

me and the type of resul ts to be obtained. It is important to 

note that the aeeuracy of the resul ts obtained by using this 

programme of course depend on the aeeuraey of the input data 

applied and the assumptions made for the programme. 

The input data, which are the souree strength, transmission loss 

and ambient noise, have to be simplified to a great extent com

pare d with the real eonditions. EspeeiaIly, the transmission 10ss 

is eonnected with a rather high uneertainty due to the very eorn

plex nature of sound propagation in the sea. Consequently, it is 

preferable to use the exposure programme with measured transmis

sion loss data from the area whieh is actually being investi

gated. Unfortunate1y, this is often impossible and the transmis

sion lass should therefore be caleulated separately by a predie

tion model with a high degree of aeeuracy. 

The predietion model presently ineorporated in the programme is 

only intended to be used if no other data are available. In this 

model, the effeet of the iee-cover is very strong and must be 

regarded as a "rnaximum loss" case. The additionalloss caused by 

the iee-cover is mainly due to the rough underside of the iee 

whieh gives rise to seattering of the sound waves. If a 10wer ef

feet of the ice-cover is wanted, it is possibIe to use the model 

with the open water condition and aeeount for the iee-cover by 

selecting the magni tude of the sea state. It ean be noted that 

the transmission 10ss is caleulated by the programme to he of the 

same magni tude in the ice-eovered condition as for the open water 

condition with sea state 10. 

The main simplifieation perforrned during the development of the 

exposure programme is also eonneeted with the transmission 10ss. 

It is assumed that the transmission 10ss is constant in all di

rections . This assumption makes i t impossib1e to model e. g. a 

route elose to a coast line where the transmission lass is bound 
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to differ with regard to the direction of the coast compared with 

the direction into the open sea. This problem is illustrated 

clearly in the examples where the contour lines often exceed the 

coast line af Greenland er Lancaster Sound. However, the possi

bility of using different transmission losses in different direc

tions would complicate the programme to an extent exceeding the 

airn of this work. If a route is located close to a coast it is 

suggested to divide the calculations into two parts wi th two 

different sets of sound transmission 10ss data. 
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